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1,0 Executive Summary

On Sunday, March 1,1992, a Shift Superintendent (SS) determined an Auxili-ry
Operator (AO) completed and signed his log sheets without actually performing all of the
indicated tasks. This determination was made during a quarterly surveillance to determine
if on-shift personnel were appropriately performing assigned duties. The Shift Superintendent
notified the Assistant Operations Manager, who in turn notified the Station Manager. The
Executive Director - Nuclear Production, who requested the Independent Review Team (IRT)
assess the AO perfortnance concerns, was notified the following day,

The IRT Task Force consisted of the following personnel: iRT Manager, Director
of Emergency Preparedness and Site Services, Regulatory Compliance Manager, Reliability
and Safety Engineering Manager, IRT Project Specialist, Operations Technica Projects
Supervisor, a Senior Simulator Instructor, four senior engineers from Regulatory Compliance
and Reliability and Safety Engineering, and an Engineering Designer.

The assessment focused on three primary areas in order to determine the root cause
for the AO performance concerns. The first ms an Auxiliary Operator Peiformance
Assessment. The second was an in depth analysis ef the AO training programs to identify
programmatic weaknesses that may have contributed to the AO performance concerns. The
third was an assessment of management effectiveness.

The root cause analysis identified " failure to follow procedures" as the root cause of
the AO performance concerns since the AOs who missed certain buildings did not implement
the directives provided in the Operations Management Manual (OPMM). A secondary root
cause has been identified as " management systems" in that the procedure compWace policy
was not uniformly applied with regard to documentation of routine rounds. Although several
AOs stated that they did not consider logs to be in the same category as " procedures," the
IRT Task Force concluded that sufficient guidance exists in the OPMM concerning acceptable
logkeeping. Furthermore, New Hampshire Yankee Manual (NYMA) Procedure 10000, New
Hampshire Yankee Organization, delineates that procedure compliance includes administrative
manuals. The fact that many AOs did not recognize the need to treat logs the same as
procedures does not alter the actual stature of the logs as procedures. The ineffectiveness

-

of On-the-Job Training associated with AO round taking, an inadequate policy concerning
explicit management expectations for routine tasks, and inadequate supervision of AO
watchstanding practices were contributing factors.

As part of this analysis, the IRT Task Force conducted a detailed review of Security
Department keycard transaction logs against AO logs and journals. This review had two
objectives. The first was to establish a pattern of behavior concerning missed rounds and
to determine when the practice of missing rounds may have started. The second was to
identify all occasions where missed rounds resulted in missed Technical Specification
surveillances or, in the case of the Emergency Feed Water (EFW) Building, where an NRC
conmitment to monitor the temperature of the discharge piping was not fulfilled.

Do. obtained in the review of Security Department keycard transaction logs, AO
journals and log sheets for the Condensate Storage Tank Enclosure, Cooling Tower, Service
Water and Emergency Feedwater buildings revealed that several AOs ha j not entered areas
of the plant that their logs indicated they had inspected. Analysis of this data and the
associated evaluations and interviews revealed three distinct groups of AOs. The first group

1
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consists of those AOs _ who knowingly ' misrepresented log entries, who realized their
responsibility to perform the required tasks and who knowingly misrepresented performance
of these tasks. The second group consists of those AOs who through rationalization,
substandard work practices, or other similar causes missed entering some smaller number of
the required areas. The third group consists of those AOs who completed all required
inspections. Evaluating the actions of the ' three groups reveals important lessons and
opportunities for improvement.

The data analysis resulted in identifying six cases where Technical Specification
surveillance requirements were missed. The analysis also identified multiple occasions when
the EFW temperature monitoring commitment was not met. The results from the data
analysis (Section 3.0.B) were communicated to Station Manage nent for evaluation and

- appropriate action.

This analysis did not identify any safety concerns. Safe plant operation was
maintained at all times. There were no indications that collusion was involved with the AO -

performance concerns. There is also no evidence of any intent to endanger the safety of the
plant or the ability to_ protect the public health and safety. The assessment demonstrated-

that this is not a pervasive problem in the New Hampshire Yankee organization.

-The IRT Task Force concluded that the management approach for ensuring that each
AO understood their job responsibilities and how to execute those responsibilitics was

i established in program manuals, log sheets, and classroom training. Notwithstanding this, the
IRT Task Force also determined that management's communication of expectations, and
reinforcement of basic values and performance, was not sufficient to ensure full compliance
with the intent of watchstanding and logkeeping requirements, flowever, an individual's
conscious and deliberate transgression of established policy and training transcends
management's responsibility for establishing, communicating and reinforcing expectations,
policy and besic values. It should be noted that the majority of AOs did not have any
identified performance concerns.

Section 2.0 of this report identifies recommendations that address the aforementioned
root cause and con:ributing factors.

_
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2.0 Recommendations

A. Introduction

This section of the report provides a composite list of recommendations developed
from other sections in the report. The recommendations are grouped by th . Root Cause,
Secondary Root Cause, and Contributing Factors. The first column outlines the basic issues

,

supported by the analysis sections. The analysis sections include AO Performance
Assessment, Training, Data Reduction, and Management Effectiveness. The second column
reflects these analysis sections. The third column lists the IRT Task Force recommendations
that address the ba issues. The fourth co? mn lists the suggested group responsible for
developing and implementing the corrective action. The remaining columns provide an
outline for the responsible manager to specify ti air action plan and due date for completion.

These recommendations are the IRT Task Force's suggested actions to address the
issues raised by this analysis. Individual managers may ch30se to develop alternate sets of
actions to correct the basic issue. The first two columns of the recommendation table
provide the managers with the opportunity to reference the sections of the report that frame
the issue.

The IRT Task Force suggests that the President and CEO assign the Executive
Director Nuclear Production as the lead individual responsible for ensuring that appropriate
actions are developed and tracked through completion.

B. List of Recommendations

See following pages,

3
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-IRT RECOMMENDATIONS

ROOT CAUSE: FAILURE TO FOLLOW PROCEDURES: DID NOT USE IAAll,

.

ISSUES SECTION OF RECOMMENDATION ~ RESPONSIBLE ' ' IMPLEMENTATION DUE

REPORT GROUP Pt.AN DATE

f*rocedure Compliance O A.3 1. Executive Management should review and evaluate the Executive

Policy procedure compliance policy scope with regard to the Management
appiscability of verbatim compliance.

2. Conduct refresher training on a periodic basis in the Training
following:

Procedure Compliaiwe Policy*

Need for integrity / accuracy /completeress whena

documenting work activities. Emphasizing that atto
documentation may be needed to reconstruct work>

activities
NHC regulation on wii;ful misconduct by licenseda

and/or ynficensed employees.
,

:

b.
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IRT RECOMMENDATIONS

SECONDARY ROOT CAUSE: MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: POLICY NOT ENFORCED 1805)

ISSUES SECTION OF RECOMMENDATION RESPONSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION DUE

REPORT GROUP PLAN DATE

Administrative Work Lcad 4.0. A.3 3. Streamhne company processes by consohdating and Executive
4.0.D.2 eliminating (as possiblel programs, pohcies, manuals and Management

procedures. Emphasis should be placed on elimmating
redundancy and excessive adrnanistrative requirements and
documentation le g., cancehng Nuclear Production Marwal,
Guarterty Surveittance for Shift Superintendents to review
Work Request priorites, procedure for buiteten boards).
Consider usmo outside expertise.

,

4. Determine where operations administrateve burdens for Stat a

compliance with Technical Specificates and NRC Management
commitments can be reduced by design enhancements.
Examples:

EFW back leakage temperature mon torma*

Spent Fuel Pool coohng pumps area temperaturea

S. Review and revise the AO togs to ehminate checks Operations
determined to be excessive (e.g., Cool.og Tower and CST Management

every four hours).

6. Consider providmg Auxihary Operatoes with updated tools Operatens
for recordog rounds data to provide cons. stent Management
documentation and enhanced capabihty for equipment
anonitoring. Consider systems such as used by Vergansa
Power (Nuclear Plant Journal, Jan-Feb '92)

$
_ _ _ - - -
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IRT RECOMMENDATION
,

4

CONTRIBUTING FACTOR: TRAINING: INADEOUATE TRAINING (BC2)

l ISSUES ' SECTION OF RECOMMENDATION RESPONSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION ' DUE'
i ' REPORT GROUP. PLAN , DATE

.

p

Structure of AO initia On- 4.0.A3 7. L Revise the AO Inrtial Training Program so that at the start - Operations / L
,
' The-Job (OJTl Training 4.0.B.2.b and the end of the program, ti e Executive Dwector-Nuclear Training

4.0.C.2 Production Station Manager Operations Manager and - Managernent
,

4.0.D.2 Training Manager address the company's expectations and*

standards that the AO must meet, and convey the !

consequences of faihng to meet these expectations and4

standards. This should be emphasized annually during AO
Continuing Trainang.

,

8. Revise the AO Irstial Training Program so that upon AO's Operationsm
arrival at training, the Sheft Superintendent (SSI delivers Maragement

- Operations Department expectations to the new AO
forientation).. In addition, an AO curren:fy on the stwit ;

meetsng these expectatsons will be assigned as a mentor toa

train this new AO on job requirements during the OJT . !

. process. This wdf int.lude signing of all qual guide related .}

I.
- material. The Stuft Superintendent well be responsable for .

monitonne the progress of assigned AOs througtwaut the {
trainsng program to make sure the department's

,

expectations are being met."

9. Revise the AO OJT program to incorporate the Operations Trainsno ;

Good Practice on AO logs and round takingi

10. Add signature blocks on the OJT qual guide to include: Travuno !

a. AO trator, stating that the AO trainee is ready for j
. qualafscation approval,

b. AO trainee, statmo be accepts au responsstweety of

| information found en qual guaje.
c. Shift Superintendent, s:atmg tus expectatx)ns have

reese met.
'

i
Cont.nued on next page .d. Operations' Manager, stauw that the department'

en.sectations have been met. |
= = = = = = = = ..

dE">
'
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IRT RECOMMENDATION

| ISSUES SECTION OF RECOMMENDATION RESPONSI iMPLEMENTA TfGN DUE J

GROUP Pl.AN DATE

|
REPORT

1L Review applicable OJT tesson plans and Job Performance Tra.nmg

Measures lie rounds, logs keeping. CST integrity checks) to Managernent

ensure that AO administrative requeements have been
included in these lesson plans.

AO Contincing Training 4.0.0.2.c 12. Operations and Training should reevaluate the priority Operations /

4.0.C.3 placed on the AO Continuing Training Praa<=m. Trainmg Training
Prooram should ensure adequate instructor resources are available to Management

conduct the program. Training should consider placing an
! instructor on-shstt in the plant to conduct training.

13 Reevaluate the AO training committnents to see if any Operations /

requirements can be reduced or einmanated. Recommend Traerung |

that sorne of the requerements deemed necessary be fulfdied Management
j

y on shif t. j
'

| 14. Provide consistent administration of exams, written or Traming
j'

walkthrough, to document students have comprehension of
the material

Tsacking Traming feedback 4.0.C.3 15 Examine the training feedback disposition process to ensure Operat.ons

Ac" son items 4.0.D.2 that actions ave property addressed and implemented. Management

I

w
_. _ ,.
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IRT RECOMMENDATIONS .

+

CONTRIBUTING FACTOR: MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: INADEOUATE POUCY 18041
,

ISSUES . SECTION OF RECOMMENDATION RESPONSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION 1DUE

REPORT GROUP. - PLAN < DATE'

L

Conveysg Management 4.0.A.3 16. Develop a standara orientation program for new emptoyees Executive Mgmt.-

I Expectatens 4.0.8.2.a to convey clear and concise management expectations and Station Mgmt.
4.0.C.2 develop a means to reinforce these expectations on a roqual Group Mgmt

,

4.0.D.2 . basis. ISee recommendation #7 and E8 for example) Employee
; Relatusns

17. Develop team-budding opportunities with all on-shif t Operations
Operations personnel. Consider periodic gatnerings, other Manager

, than shift turnover, wtuch would encourage team interpiay.

18. Deveior. Operations Department good practices to Operat;ons
'

'

. incorporate operatens starxlards, management expectations Mana:;er
and good practices pertaining to AO logs and ;

-- watchstanding

19. Develop Operations Departrnent Quaiification Program and Operatums
include this program in tra NYOM. Manager

,

t
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1RT RECOMMENDATIONS -

CONTRIBUTING FACTOR:. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: INADEOUATE' SUPERVISION 18D'11
.

.

SECTION OF ' RECOMMENDATION RESPOhstBLE 'IMPLEME!JTATION DOE =ISSUES >

REPORT' GROUP, Pt.AN ~ DATE ..
,

_.

Task Oriented Management 4.0.B.2.a 20. Review and evaluate the processes utdized to manage Executive -
Style 4.0 D.2 technical and administrative tasks to streamline and . Management .

consolidate the management function. Encourage the
decision making process to be made at the appropriate
levels in the otDanization. Allow manaaers tware time to '
manage people and to develop strategies in order to

- facahtate improved interpersonal commutucatens. Consider
-.using consultants to complete this review and to provide

e specific recommendations.
.

AO Supervision 4.0.A.3 21. Operations Management sho(dd ensure that the intent of Operations t

' OAl.14 #8 * Plant Performance Monitoring" is met.' Manager ..i

1
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3.0 Backuround'

A. Summary of AO Performance Concerns

On Sunday, March 1,1992, a Shift Superintendent conducted a quarterly surveillance
to determine if on-shift personnel were appropriately performing assigned duties. The
method utilized by this Shift Superintendent for verifying completion of the Auxiliary
Operator (AO) rover watch rounds was to review Security Department keycard transaction
logs to determine if the AO actually entered the buildings where the specific rover
surveillances were required. As a result of conducting the surveillance, the Shift

Superintendent determined that one AO had not fully completed all assigned duties
associated with the AO rover rounds. Specifically, the AO had not performed a routine
periodic inspection (required every four hours) of a building, but had indicated on the rover
round log sheets that this specific surveillance had been performed. After confronting the
AO with the discrepancies, the Shift Superintendent counseled him on his duties and
responsibilities and the AO was relieved of his watch by the oncoming shift. The Shift
Superintendent subsequently notified the Assistant Operations Manager, who in turn notified
the Station Manager of the AO performance concerns.

In a preliminary attempt to determine whether this AO had previously committed
similar infractions, the Assistant Operations Manager directed the oncoming Shift
Superintendent to review the Security Department keycard transaction logs for the previous
day, Srturday, February 29, 1992. This review once again focused on the buildings that this
AO would have been required to enter in order to perform the rover surveillances. The
Shift Superintendent determined that this AO had also not fully completed portions of the
rover rounds on Saturday. The Shift Superintendent subsequently discussed the AO
performance concerns with the oncoming Shift Superintendent and the Assistant Operations
Manager the following day at shift turnover.

On Monday, March 2,1992 both Executive Management and the NRC were informed
of the AO performance concerns. Executive Management subsequently outlined an
investigation process for _ determining if this AO, or other AOs, had committed similar
infractions. The Executive Director - Nuclear Production requested that the Independent
Review Team (IRT) conduct an assessment of the AO performance concerns. Additional
details for the sequence of events regarding the AO performance concerns and the IRT
assessment are described in Section 6.0 of this report.

The following section describes :he analysis methodology utilized by Executive
Management and the IRT Task Force to assess the AO performance concerns.

4 5L Analysis Methodolocy

1 _ Data A nalysis -

This section of the report describes the process and methods used by the IRT Task
Force to assess the historical performance of AOs on the various AO watches, with a focus
on ti,e rover watch rounds. The process was an in-depth expansion of the review activitics
that originally identified the AO performance concern on March 1,1992. The process was
also dynamic in that pertinent i2 formation identified during the course of the assessment

# 10
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povided insight into the performance concern:and _ consequently some. new directions for
i additional review activities,-

The analysis occurred in four distinct phases. The scope of each phase is shown'in -
th'e following table.--_

Dates Analysis Applicable Applicable - Data Time
Phosg Conducted Watch Buildinc/ Area Frame

l- Mar. 4 - Rover ' CST, CT, EFW, SW Jan/Feb. Jo92>

IIA - Mar. 9 Rover ' CST, CT, EFW, SW Nov/Dec.1991

llB M a r. 11 Rover /. CST, EFW, FSB - J an/Feb.1991
Jrimary

111 M ar. 16 Rover / - CST, EFW, FSB Mar /1990 to
Primary present

IV Mar. 27 Chemistry / RWST Nov.1991 to
HP Feb.1992

CST: Condensate Storage Tank Enclosure Building
CT: Cooling -Tower - '

EFW: _ Emergency Feedwater Pumphouse
S W:' Service. Water Pumphouse
FSB: Fuel Storage Building
RWST: . Refueling Water Storage Tank

- 2. Boundine Parameters

With these four phases, the IRT Task Force appropriately bounded the data reCew
_

efforts needed to determine the patterns of behavior, date when the patterns began and the
extent of the concern. The bounding parameters for this analysis- are as follows:

a. March 1990 was the receipt of the full. power operating license.

b. The CST enclosure integrity Technical Clarification (TS-104) was issued on
March 21,1990. Prior to this date, entry into the CST enclosure rooms was.

- not required to perform this surveillance.

c. The FSB area temperature Technical Specification surveillance requiiement was
in effect- as of August 1991. This date marks the point at which the Spent
Fuel Pool _ cooling pumps were required to be operable,

d. The EFW- temperature monitoring requirement was established in December
1986. EFW discharge pipe temperature monitoring is required in MODES 1,
2, and ' However, Scabrook Station was in an extended shutdown (MODE
D p:ior to March 1990.

11
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_ The data from November 1991 to February 1992 was sufficient to establishc.

patterns of behavior and the extent of the performance concerns,

f. The data 'from March 1990 to February 1992 was sufficient to conclude that
the pattern has existed for a prolonged period of time.

.

The data collected in Phase:s I,11, and 111 was sufficient for determining the. g.

root cause of the AO performance concerns.

3. Technical' Snecification Surveillances and Coinmitments

in addition to the above, the IRT Task Force also reviewed the aforementioned data -
- n ' determine if any T:chnical Specification surveillances or other commitments- had been
missed since the issuance- of the full power operating license. The data reduction effort
revealed six instances where Technical Specification surveillances were missed. The following
list provides the data associated with these missed surveillances.

Technical
i Specification liuildine Date
!

4,7,1.3 CST Aug. 25,1990

4.7.1.3 CST Aug. 25,1990

L 4,7.1,3 CST Dec. 22,1990

4.7.1.3_ CST May 12,1991

4,7,1.3 -CST Nov, 9,1991

4.7.10 FSB Feb. 21,1992 d

The Phase III' data reduction effort also indicated that the EFW temperature monitoring
commitment was missed on multiple occasions,

i

The Phase IV data reduction effort for Chemistry and. Health Phyrics indicated 100% I
compliance with -tl e required surveillance frequency. !

|
1
i4.- ' Analysis Method
i.

' The method utilized for conducting the data analysis involved a review of several data
sources and a serial, independent review of the data. The sources of data included the
following:

1

12
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a Security Denartment ' Keveerd Transaction 1;oes
s

These. computer generated'~ Security Department keycard _ transaction logs _ (see
Attachment 3.0.B 1 in Section 7.0 of this report for 'an example) indicate surname and
time of entry.and exit for specific building doors. The IRT- Task Force used the
Security Department keycard transaction logs for specific building doors. This review
was-limited to those areas that could be verified by ingress or egress through a single
door. The IRT_ Task Force also med the Security Department-keycard transaction
logs for specific individuals as necessary to explain unusual patterns.

b. AO Round' Locs

These logs (see Attachment 3.0.B 2 in Section 7.0 of this report for an example)-
indicate the typical responsibilities for the AO for-cach roun_d. The logs indicate the
criteria (e.g., SAT) for the AO. to apply when conducting the round,

c. AO and Unit Journals

The IRT Task Force used these journals as a means for checking plant condition:s er -
similar factors that may have explained wity a particular plant evolution prevented the
AO from conducting the round. These journals also assisted in the identification of
the on shift- AOs.

The 'scrial method of independent review entailed an initial review of _the Security
Department keycard transaction data for a door by one member of the IRT Task Force. A
second IRT Task Force member subsequently reviewed the same Security Department keycard
transaction log, The independent revit.ws were compared for accuracy and discrepancies
were noted and resolved. In some cases, a third IRT Task Force member, not involved with
either of the two prior reviews, reviewed the results and resolved differences.

.

13
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4.0.A Root Cause Analysis

'

-1. Problem Statement

The root cause analysis described in the following sections _has. been performed as
described in Seabrook Station Operating Experience Manual (SSOE) OE 4.3, Root Cause
Analysis. One of the key elements of an effective analysis is an accurate definition of the
problem. This definition must be precise because the subsequent description, analysis, and
explanation will be directed at correcting the problem as defined.

A key test for a precise problem statement is _ to determine if the effect 'of the
problem, as defined, can be explained after the ' initial data gathering, if this is true,'the
definition _must back up to the point where the problem can no lonFer be explained.

After review of facts and data assembled during the initial. assessment of this event,
.

the IRT Task Force developed the following problem statement:

" Auxiliary Operator completion and signature of log sheets without actual performance of all
indicated tasks.*

This statement was dete< mined to fulfill the requirements of a problem statement.

2. Root Cause Analysis Methodology

Both Barrier Analysis and Kepner Tregoe Problem Analysis were used to determine
the root cause for this assessment. Either one of these methods' provides an acceptable
methodology for _this assessment.__ In this particular case, the use of two diverse methods-

served to check the validity of the root cause analysis results and provided confidence that
the recommendations are adequately comprehenshe.

Ba>rier Analysir

Barrier Analysis is useful for determining if there has been a breakdown in the
devices or methods used to protect people or equipment. It is particularly useful to examine
problems that may have' some programmatic' aspects, Since barriers can be viewed _ as
controls to prevent unwanted actions, they can be analyzed to determine why they were either

_ _
_

non cristent 'or failed to prevent the occurrence of some undesirable. action. Barricts can
be physical, such as a chain lock on a valve, they can be prograrnmatic, such as a procedure,
or something else, such as time or distance. ,When the barriers are identified in a logical

-progression, failed or missing barriers can be identified and corrective actions taken.
|

|' For every failure, an activity or result exists that was somehow impacted by the failure
| or non-existence of a barrier. This failure may be regarded as tbe source of a hazard to

.

safe activities (target). Barrier Analysis i_dentifies the hazard, the target, and the barriers
' ' that failed,- did_ not fail, or were not used .(circumvented or disregarded) during the course

of the event.

-Some typical physical barriers are: safety and relief devices, engineered safety
features, redundant equipment, and locked doors and valves. Typical programmatic barriers

__

l .14

|
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include: operating and maintenance procedures, company policies and practices, and training,
- education and experience.

Corrective actions are developed to address barriers that were judged to have failed.-

. not been used or inadequate.

Kenner - Trecor Problem Analysis

Kepner.Tregoe Problem Analysis is useful in a group analysis setting. ~lt is useful for
circumstances involving multiple individuals, systems, or organizational interfaces when:

1. the performance of a system, individual, or component does not meet its
expected level, ,

2. the cause of the unacceptable deviation is unknown, and

3. the cause must be known in order to take corrective action.
_

This common sense approach to problem solving works by describing the problem and
evaluating what'it is and what it is not, developing possible causes by identifying changes and

-

distinctions, and testing these possible causes to determine the true cause. This technique
involves five basic steps.

The first step is to precisely define the problem. -This definition is described in
Section 4.0.A.1 of this report. The next step is to specify the problem by developing a *

comprehensive description of the problem's four dimensions, identity (what), location (where),
timing (when), and magnitude (ho; much), both as it IS, and as it COULD BE but IS NOT.
This data allows a _ clearly established boundary around the problem. By checking each item
that IS-or COULD BE but IS NOT, the exact nature of the problem becomes more apparent.

The problem specification is used to look for distinctions that separate the IS data
from the IS NOT, The cause of the problem must be acting on something unique about the
IS _when compared with the IS NOT, . Distinctions e.nd changes are used to generate possible
causes.

Each possible cause is then tested against the specification. The cause must explain
both the'IS and the IS NOT data in each dimension. Assumptions that are necessary to
make the.cause realistic are identified. The most probable , ase will fit all the facts in the
spesification. Many possible causes will be discarded because they cannot explain the data.

The final step is to verify the most probable cause. This involves verification of the
assumptions that may have been necessary to qualify this cause.

Backeround

Most of the information reviewed during the course of this analysis was compiled by
various members of _ the IRT Task Force. Information sources included the Operations
Management M anu al, data reduction results (see Section 3.0.B of this report), AO
Performance Assessment interview summary (see Section 4.C.B of this repcrt), training related

' - information (see Se,ction 4.0.C of this report), Management Effectiveness (see Section 4.0.D
-1

i,
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of this report) STG #3664 " Attention To Detail" Task Force, IRT#92 002 " Configuration
Control Task Force," and NHY Procedure 10000 "New 11ampshire Yankee Organization."

~

-

Other sources include various Quality Assurance Surveillance Reports (OASR), that dealt
with logs.

Early results from the data reduction effort suggested that the majority of-the AOs
were completing all rover rounds without problem. A number of cross tabulations were then
performed on data for November 1,1991 through February 29, 1992, to look for significant
patterns _or correlations. The data examined includeo name, date, day, time, and location.
This data supported the conclusion that personal behavior was the strongest influence on a

missed rounds, with a weak correlation to time for non-weekend days. No other correlations
were indicated,

3. ' Results

Root and Secandary Causes

Through a-combinatica of Barrier Analysis and Kepner - Tregoe Problem Analysis,
the root casuse has been determined to be Failure so follow Procedures, in that the Auxiliary
Operators (AOa) in question did not use the OPMM, which was the governing procedure for
their rounds. This-is cause code AA1 of OE4.3. Although several AOs had stated that they
did not _ consider logs to be in the same category as " procedures," the IRT Task Force-

concluded that sufficient guidance exists in the OPMM concerning the requirements for log
keeping. it must be emphasized that individual perceptions 'of the procedural status of a
document do not change the actual ~ stature of.the document. This root cause concerns those
AOs who omitted portions of their rounds (see Section 4.0.B of this report), and
acknowledges that the bulk of the AO force rigorously completed all requirements for their
rounds.

A secondary cause has been identified as Management Systems, in that the procedure
compliance policy was not uniformly applied with regard to documentation of r. tine rounds.
This is cause code BDS. The IRT Task Force concluded that non-compliance with self
imposed administrative (i.e.,_ non-technical) requirements is distributed throughout the
compa ny. The-IRT Task Force has concluded that this is due largely to an urinecessarily

*

. large burden of procedures, policies, and programs on company personnel. This conclusion
is further supported by the results of the November 1991 "'"ention to Detail" Task Force
and the' February -1992 IRT Configuration Control Task Fo. e Report.

Contributina Factors

Several contributing factors have been judged to have had a bearing & this problem.
Contributing factors are not ranked or listed by any priority.

A contributing factor has been identified in the area of Training. Since s <cral A Os
believed that logs were not considered procedures, the On-the-Job Training (OJT) specifically
associated with AO round taking was judged to be ineffective in clearly establishing
management expectations for this task. This contributing factor was judged to be equally
applicable to those AOs who performed without problems. This is cause code BC2.

16
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A contributing factor has been iden'ified in the area of Managcmint Systems and
management effectiseness. There is an inadequate policy concerning explicit descriptions of
management expectations for routine tasks. As an example, Opcratio-s Management tours
with AOs tend to focus on potential response to major plant events or equipment operation,
without reinforcing basic job and watchstanding expectations. This is cause code BD4

j The final contributing factor has also been identified in the area of Management
Systems. Specifically, therc was inadequate supervision of AO rounds keeping practices. For
example, more consistent and effective application of the guidance concerning Operations
Department Plant (i.e., personnel) Performance Monitoring might have discosered this
problem much earlier. Inadequate supervision in the field has also been identified in -

previous IRT and company task force reports. This is cause code DD1.

E gom m e nd ation s
3

Recommendations as a result of the root cause analysis were reviewed with -

recommendations from other sections and wei incorporated into the consolidated
recommendationr, listed in Section 2.0 of this repo.

,

?
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4 . 0 . 11 Auxillurv Orierator Performante Asseninent ,

1. Assenment Methodoingy, j

19 ack cround
;

The Auxiliary Operator Performance Assessment was performed utilizing the guidance
of NilY Procedure 12820, iluman Performance Evaluation System (llPES). The guidance
provided in the procedure and the llPES techniques were utillred to $upport the verall illT |'

Task Force evaluation and not to create a separate llPES report.
'

The HPES program provides a process for the review and evaluation of a situationo

where humau performance either did, or could have, caused an inappropriate action to be,
.

performed. The llPES process is intended to identify the causes of human performance
Problema and to provide recommendations to prevent actions from recurring.

7.

The H PIIS piocess concentrates on developing recommendations for preventive #

measures and to allow all NilY personnel to benefit from the experience of others and it
is not utilized as a punitive process. Therefore the interviews conducted with the individuals,

,

are considered to be confident.lal and there are no references to individuals by name or title '

in this assessment, not are any statements included that could be traced to an individual.

hirlhRdD1112
'

,

'
The AO Performance Assessment utilized interviews with Auxiliary Operators (AO)

L and supplemented the interviews with a review of documents mentioned in ti.e interviews.
|! The assessment included interviews with 29 AOs (28 current Aos and one Control 1(oom

Operator who was recently an AO), including a second conversation at the request of one
AO. The AO interviews were conducted either immediately after their disciplinary interview
or on the AO's watchstation. During the interview process the litT Task Force attempted ,

to obtalu answers that would ref'.ect the, actual thought process in p-ce in late February
1992 Sefore the Shif t Superintendent's discovery of the AO perforruwce mucerns. This
technique proved very beneficial with most of the Aos cooperatire fully < n Providing very
useful information.o

,

The AO Pseformance Assessment began with consideration of ti problem statement
M Section 4.0.A obove, ' Auxiliary Operator cornpletion and signature of log sheets without
. ,.ost per formance of all indicated tasks.' The assessment attempted to determine why some

1 ,
Auf did not always complete all of the tasks that the signature stated were completed. The

F concleions reached are subjective due to-lhe nature of interviews and because answers,
tomn ents and statements must be interpreted and responses summarized. The conclusions

,

veilect the impressions obtained by the litT Task Force and do not imply that a consensus '

of Ath agree on all items. ;

This particular assessment did not attempt to identify the root cause which is _more<

,

appropriately addressed in Section 4.0. A. As stated previcutly, the root cause was
draumined to be ' failure to follow procedures' and this assessment attempted to determSe
tk fiators that contributed to the AOs' failure to follow procedures.

5 18
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I
i

i

The results of the AO _ performance Assessment are provided below in summary .

without a statistical analysis of the individual answers and there is no attempt to provide |
_

statistical comparisons to the nuclear industry or society in general.

2. Results of the Assessment

The analysis of the information obtained from interviews and the 'ocument reviews |
Indicated that some AOs did not complete all of the tasks that their signatutes indicated
they completed due to differences in work ethic. There appear to be three groupings of
AOs according to work ethic:

Group 1 AOs who knowingly omitted portions of their rounds without any*

rationalization or justification.
L,

Group 2 < AOs who understord the importance of and the requirements for*

the AO rounds but who had rationallred why certain areas or pieces of
equipment did not have to be inspected every round due to. their knowledge
of plant and equ!pment conditions. A typical AO in thh; group appeared to
be convinced that he was doing the right thing or potentially doing a better
job by devoting his time to rnore important items.- This group also includes
cases where an AO _ simply forgot to check an area or became confused
regarding the points on his rounds due to an honest mistake (such as being .

*

called to perform other tasks), or substandard watchstanding practices.
<

C Group 3 Aos who clearly understood the importance of and the require:nents
for the AO rounds and who had rigorously completea all aspects of li.eir
rounds. This group of AO has the strongest work ethic and it appeared to
be based upon their previous work experience or their individual fundamental j

values.

;
t-

There are three factors that contributed to the AO performance concerns. They are,
as perceived by the IRT Task Force, in order of importance:

L Lack of adequate Management oversight of the AOs, to include the
communication of requirements and expectations, and the communication of
feedback regarding performance. !

2. A weak On the Job (OJT) Training Program for AOs.

3. Ineffective implementation of the Continuing Training Program for AOs.

Some conclusions related to each of these three factors are provided below. These -

conclusions are not intended to address each item discussed with the Aos or reviewed
subsequently, but rather to provide a basis for the recommendations which are provided in
Section 2.0 of this report. It must be emphasized that the stated conclusions are based upon
insights obtained and developed by the IRT Task Force during the AO interview process,
subsequent document reviews, and during discussions with other NHY personnel.
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a. Manacement Oversicht

There is a longstanding problem with AOs and th? AO position, in that from the
developraent of the position, the detailed requirements for perfortnance of the AO's
job on the individual watchstations has not been documented nor clearly communicated
to the Aos. Neither have the expectations of Operations Management with regard
to the performance of AOs on the watchstations been clearly communicated.

The AOs receive strong system based training, however, when they arrive in the
Operations Department for the commencement of OJT, the training becomes less
structured and the new AO essentially learns from observing the qualified AO, or in
sonne cases teaches himself due to the lack of an assigned trainer or mentor. During,

this period there is little guidance provided from Operations Management regarding
the administrative tasks required of an AO. There is, however, a heavy concentration
on the technical tasks and the associated technical knowledge.

The Operations Department is informally segregated with the AOs as a group forming
their own individual, leaderless department that receives technical direction from the
shift operating crew. Each shift crew operates a little differently from the others.
With a greatei interchange of AOs between crews than with the hcensed operators
there ate effectively six separate departments directing another department.
Operations Management, to include the Operations Manager, the Assistant Operations
Manager, the Assistant Station Manager and the Station Manager are 'second floor
Adtnin" and are considered by the Aos, as a whole, as the unit that responds to tell

_

them when they made a enistake or to provide direction related to technical tasks and
schedule. There is a lack of communication between Operations Management and the
AOs with variances in the quality of communication on each shift.

The informal segregation is demonstrated by the failure to take adequate logs. This.

has been identified as a failuru to follow procedures. and is similar to the June 22,
1989 failure to follaw procedures, in both cases the failure to follow procedures is
related to individuals not clearly understanding the scope and depth of the procedure
system and incorrectly establishing their own hierarchy of procedures. 1lowever, the

'

corrective actions regarding the NilY Procedure -Compliance Policy were not
effectively communicated to the AOs. Many of the AOs did not consider AO logs
to be procedures or within the scope of the Procedure Compliance Policy even though
the requirements are clearly stated in the Operations Management Manual (OPMM).

An additional =cuample of the failure to adequately communicate expectations and
requir; nents is related to the resignations of a Chemistry Technician and a llcalth
Physics Technician in 1989 due to activities related to the falsification of records.
The majority of the AOs interviewed did b Je knowledge of the events, but could not
recall if the events were formally communicated in training or in departinent meetings
and believed that their knowledge came from rumors. The message related to
procedure compliance and falsification of records was not received by the AOs since
the .najority did not believe that the log keeping practices being evaluated could be
considered.to be falsification of records.r

I
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b. Auxiliary Operntor OJT Prettam

The OJT Program for AOs is sound from a technical standpoint and is heavily issk
oriented. The sections regarding rounds qualification (2.4.2 and 3.2) imply that log
taking is required but addresses the quantitative aspects of the logs and does not
provide guidance on the subjective aspects of the rounds. The Aos are taught to
recognire out of specification readings but the importance of and requirements for
inspecting shut down equipment is not stressed. This contributes to the rationalization
of shut down equipment not being as important as operating equipment.

Such a thought process related to shut dowc equipment existed with some AOs during
the extensive shut down periods prior to receipt of the zero power license and again
viw r hlODE $ was re entered after receipt of the zero power license. Complacency
ta r. a vatchstanding trait with some AOs. During these periods, the AOs, along with
o h:< NilY personnel, were concerned about retaining their jobs during the licensing
process. Complacency could easily have been perpetuated when the Shift
Superintendents were removed frorn shift after llot Functional Testing and when the
majority of the equipment in the plant was not running. During such periods there
was little oversight of the OJT process and the watchstanding practices being taught
or learned.

The Aos learned to stand the watch and take rounds at NilY by learning from
qualified AOs. Without specific standa.ds and guidance the ' trainers' and the
"t r ain e e s" were left to their own devices and in such a situation strengths at
weaknesses can be advanced or allowed to perpetuate. The OJT Program does not
reinforce the NilY Procedure Compliance Policy. With consideration of the identified
log keeping weaknesses, it is easy to see how potential weaknesses can be cultivated
without clear guidance and requirements in the OJT Program.

c. Ani},iary Operator Continuine Trainine Procram

The AO Continuing Training Program is detailed and well structured but has not been
effectively implemented. The program iri not highly regarded by the AOs because the
majority of the training provided recently was very task oriented and was related to
their collateral duties such as firefighting. The program has not provided significant
training in plant systems and components, theory or other functions that would help
the AOs become better AOs or to prepare them for licensed operator training. As
a result, tbc training does not receive much respect nor is a great deal of attention
paid to the presentations or the material provided for reading.

The. AOs in general, can' not remember any recent training related to the NilY
Procedure Compliance Policy or any proactive training related to log keeping or
similar administrative processes. The majority do not recall much of the update
training. The majority do_ remember the training on logkeeping as being very specific
to problems such as out of specification readings not being circled without emphasis
on the programmatic requirements such as the Procedure Compliance Policy.
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.t' ' Recommendations !.
4

The-recommendations from the AO Petformance Assessment have been reviewed with
the recommendations from the other sections and are incorporated in the consolidated j
recommendations in Section 2.0 of this report. !
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' 4.0,C IDJ.!!hl1
,

i

The IRT Task Force evaluated AO training programs to identify any programmatic ;

weaknesses which rnay have contributed to the AO performance concerns. ;

1111PElitX

AO training is separated into two (2) programt, initial Trainir.g and Continuing [
Tralring. The Initial Trainlag Program is designed to provide the knowledge and skills
necessary to achieve AO qualification, while the Continuing Training Program is intended to
maintain and improve the knowledge and skills of qualified AOs. The initial Training -

Program is divided into two segments, Classroom Training and On the. Job Training (OJT).
2 . Programmatically, Classroom Training and Continuing Training.is the responsibilit) of tht i

Operations Training Group and OJT_ is the responsibility of the Operations Departmett.
Review of the initial and Continuing AO Training Programs reveals the following:

1. The Classroom Training segment of the initial AO Training Program is sound
and provides the AOs with the administrative knowledge and skills required '

in the areas of watchstanding responsibilities and log keeping requirements. ;

2. The OJT segment of the Initial AO Training Program generally lacks structure
and improvement in several areas is warranted.

3. The Continuing AO Training Program design and lesson plan content provides
the qualified AOs with the administrative knowledge and skills required in the
areas of watchstanding responsibilities and log keeping requirements. 110weve r,
the effective implementation of the program has been challenged due to:

additional AO training to fulfill collateral duty requirements,.

i

instructor resource countraluts, unde

the inconsistent administration of exams..

Details for the IRT Task Force's assessment of the AC Training Program are provided
in the following sections.

1. Initial Auxiliary Operator Tral,!)hig

Clauroom Trainine

Classroom Training consists of a series of lectures organized into nine (.9) courses.
The.first course of instruction is entitled " Plant introduction and Overview * and includes
training in Operations administrative requirements. Topical areas include log taking and shift
turnover requirements. The IRT Task Force reviewed Lesson Plan N12581 entitled ' Plant

' Introduction and Overview - Operation Administration." The review focused on the areas
of general AO duties and responsibilities including log taking requirements. Review of the
lesson plan content revealed that the responsibility to review and understand the logs before

23
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assuming the shift is explicitly identified in the lesson plan. in addition, the lesson plan I

introduces the AO to the concept of Technical Specifications. . Emphasis is placed on the
importance of the AO's role la the area of rounds, in that the local monitoring of plant
optems includes equipment covered t>y Technical Specifications. The lesson plan also |

contains an assortment of transparencies which includes the Secondary AO Log and the I

associated ' SAT * (satisfactory) definition found at the bottom of_ the log sheet.

'lhe IRT Task Force also reviewed Lesson Plan N12841 entitled ' Auxiliary Splem . ,

Condensate Splem " This lesson plan was taught to the 1990 AO inillal Class. Included '

-in this lesson plan is the topic of ' CST Enclosure Integrity Verification.' This topic was
,

generated via Training Development Request (TDR) 89 330 as a resvit of hiinor Modification
(MhtOD) 89 0597, htMOD 89 0597 was installed to provide compliance with the Condensate !

Storage Tank (CST) enclosure integrity requisements identified in Technical Specification
3.7.1.3. Review of the lesson plan content revealed that the requirements of Technicel
Specification Surveillance 4.7.1.3 and the AO's role in assuring compliance with this
Technical Specification is explicitly covered. in addition, the details of what to check and
how to perform these checks in _osder to comply with CST enclosure integrity requirements
is alt,o specifically covered in the lesson plan. Review of exams administened in the initial
AO Training Program revealed that exams contained specific questions in the areas of-
general AO responsibilities and log keeping requirements. The IRT Task Force identified
AO instructor qualification as a significant strength in the training program. llistorically, '

AO Classroom Training has been provided by Lead Instructors possessing a strong Operations
background, who have held or currently hold a Senior Reactor Operator License. These
individuals include former members of the Operations Department who held the Unit Shift
Supervisor position.

!!ased on the above analyses, the IRT Task Force concludes that the Classroom
Training segment of the Initial AuxilLiry Operator Traiaing Program provides the AOs with

- the administrative knowledgc and skills required in the areas of watchstanding responsibilitics
and log keeping requirements.

:
* '

2, On The Job Trainine (OJT)

The OJT segment of the laitial Auxiliary Operator Trainb g Program is the practical
,

axperience segment of the program. OJT includes those tasks that are best trained and
eval,uated in the plant under operational conditions. This segment of the initial training
covers plant operations -in detail, providing the student with the knowledge and skills
necessary to opersie systerm safely under all plant conditions, OJT is the responsibility of
the Operations Departmect, While participating in OJT, the students are:

a. assigned to their regular shift, and

b. directed by qualified Operations personnel.

After comprehetinue review of the AO qualification process, the IRT Task Force
| - concludes that the OJT program Ircks structure and warrants enhancements in the following

|_
areas,

;

-
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Criteria for management's expectations in the area of rounds and watchstanding.

practices, lacluding procedure compliance requirements, is not identified in the
Auxiliary Operator Qualification Ouide. Criteria for management's expectations
would auure that tbc AO is aware of the watchstanding responsibilities both
durlog the OJT. Program and in the subsequent rounds qualification process.

The qualification guide does not include the AO's signature in the 'AO.

Qualification * step. 1he absence of this requirement decreases the AO's
accountability in the qualification process. A signature step should be utilired
to signify that the AO undetstandt and accepts the responsibilitics associated
with the AD position. This would ),rovide accountability and foster the AO's
ownership foi the qualification process.

A program to monitor the effectheness of the OJT program _does not exist.-

The quality of training and evaluation provided to students by qualified AOs
is not program natically monitored by Operations hianagement. -

The responsibility for the qualification of an AO is not specifically auigned.

to a member of the Operations Department. The new AOs in training have
no designated mentors to oversee their qualification progress.

In general, all qualified AO OjT instructors perform training and evaluation.

of student AOs during the OJT program. Selecting a core group of top
performing Aos (based on attitude and technical ability) to conduct designated
OJT tasks would increase the quality of the OJT program. This practice has
proven successful in the hiaintenance Department.

In general, the OJT lesson plans are System Task oriented (i.e., operating plant.

systems). The administrative requirements of the AO position are not generally
factored into the OJT lesson plans. The inclusion of administrative
requirements would help to reinforce the lessons' taught in the classroom
segment.

<

The Operations Department has not developed a Qualification Program for -

.

inclusion to the New llampshire Yankee Qualification Stanual (NYOM). The
NYOh! establishes NilY policies and requirements for developing, approving
and implementing qualification programs. The NYOh! specifies that
departments performing tasks which are in INPO accredited training programs

,

are subject to the NYOht. The NYOh! contains qualification programs for all
groups subject to the manual with the exception of Operations.

3. Auxillarv Onerator Continuine Trainine Procram

The AO Continuing Training Program includes Plant Update Training to ensure that
the- AOs are periodically updated on Operational ruatters. The IRT Task Force reviewed
Lesson Plan N1516C entitled ' Attention To Detail' which is provided as part of Plant Update
Training. The purpose of this lesson plan is to reintroduce the qualified AO to the
Operations Department directives concerning recordkeeping philosophy, equipment usage and
expected normal operation practices. Review of the lesson plan content revealed that the
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i

responsibility to review and understand the logs before assuming the shift is explicitly
identified in the lesson plan, in hddition, the responsibility to raise any issue that is not j
understood in the performance of AO duties is also stressed in the lesson plan. The lesson
plan also contains nume ous examples of previous " Attention To Detail" occurrences at NilY
as identified by Station Information Reports (SIR), Operational incident Reports (OIR), and
Quality Assurrace Surveillance Reports (OASR). The lesson plan emphasires the need for
AOs to be attentive during sounds and in the performance of tasks. The lesson plan also

;

covers equipment availability requirements for conditions not covered by Technical i
S pecification s. Examples include Service Watet and Cooling Tower pump requirements in

i MODES $ and 6. The lesson plan also contains an assortment of transparencies which '

includes the Primary AO log and the associated * SAT * (satisfactory) definition found at the
bottom of the top sheet. The IRT Task Force also reviewed Lesson Plan $002C, entitled
" Plant Updatr, Traluing." This lesson plan was taught in Phase 3 during the 1990 AO ;
Continuing Training Program. Included in this ler, son plan is the topic of CST Enclosure
Integrity Verification. This topic was also generated via Training Development Request
(TDR) PM430 as a result of MMOD 89 0$97. Review of this lesson plan revealed that the
content for this topic is identical to that covered in the 1990 Initial Auxiliary Operator
Training Program, Lese,un Plan N12841.

|

-The IRT Task Force concludes that the_ content of the lesson plans described above '

provide the qualified AO. with the administrative knowledge and skills required in the area
of log keeping and watchstanding practices.110 wever, exams were not administered for these
particular lesson pans. The IRT Task Force was, therefore, unable to ascertain the short. ;

term effectivenen of the training provided in these areas. Further review identified that
d exams are not -consistently administered in the Auxillary Operator Continuing Training

Program.
1

The IRT Task Force also reviewed the 1990 AO Continuing Training Program
Evaluation Report. This report is an annual evaluation used to monitor the program's long-
term effectiveness. Review of the ' Supervisory Survey" revealed a comment which identified
a need to interview successful AO: to determine a baseline for good practices on rounds.
The subsequent recommendation stated that Operations would develop a ' Good Practice" by ,

the Spring of 1991 to address this issue. Interviews with Training Center personnel revealed ,

that Operations did not develop this ' Good Practice' and as such, training was not provided
- in this area.

Interviews with Training Center personnel also revealed that limited training was
provided within the scope of the AO Continuing Training Program during 1991. Training ,

Certcr personnel cited that additional AO training to fulfill collateral duty requirements
(e.g., Fire Brigade Requalification, General Employee Trinning, Visual Testing, Self Contained
13rcathing A 'paratus, Confined Space Entry, liarardous Material,~ Rescue Training, Quarterly1

Fire Brigade Meetings), and refueling preparation training consumed the-majority of time
allotted for the 1991 annual AO training cycle. Additionally, AO instructor resources were

'

also limited as the lead instructor-for the Continuing Auxiliary Operator Training Program >

was assigned instructor duties for the initial Licensed Operator Program. (The simultaneous
training of two laitial Licensed Operator Classes in 1991 necessitated the utilization of the
lead AO instructor.) '

After comprehensive review of _the AO Cot;tinuing Training Program, the IRT Task
Force concludes that the design of the program is sound, llowever, the effective
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implementatian of the program has been challenged and enhancements are warranted in the
- following areas: ,

!

!

Additional AO trainia.g acquirements beyond the scope of the program have.

refulted in a net reduction of plant refresher training. These requirements
;need to be -re.cyaluated to determine if any can be reduced or eliminated.

itequirements that are deemed necessary should be fulfilled outside of the
normal training week.

:

Instructor resource constraints.during the 1991 cycle impacted the quality of
*.

the program. The priority given to the AO Continuing Training Program needs
.

to.be re evaluated to ensure sesources are adequate to meet the program's !
expectations. i

:

The inconsistent administration of exams diminishes the program's short term - !*

feedback mechanism to sneasure comprehension and also weakens the student's
accountability for received training. This practice needs to be re.cxamined to ;
ensure students retain adequate coinprehension, i

.
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4.0.D. Mannia ment I:ffecthenen
'

l.0 linck cround

The management effectiveness review consisted of interviews and data analysis. The
IRT Ta L Force interviewed the management chain startiog with the President and CEO and
the Executive Director Nuclear Production. The IRT Task Force also interviewed Station
hianagemem and the Operations Department chain of command down through the Supstvisory
Control Room Operators (5CRO). These interviews effectively covered the entire chain of
command for the Auxiliary Operators up through and including the President and CEO. ,

The data analysis consisted of appropriate internal NHY memoranda, Curriculum
Advisory Committee meeting minutes, NRC Inspection Reports, NilY hianagement hianuals
(Production hianagement hia nual, Seabrook Station hianageme nt hianual, Operations i

Management Manual), Operations Department Instructions, Operations Department .

Administrative Instructions, Quality Assurance Surveillances and Audits, the quarterly
! performance surveillance conducted by the Shift Superintendents, Shift Superintendent semi-

annual pe6formance appraisals, and Security Department keycard transaction logs for key
managers indicating their presence in the plant.

These interviews and the data analysis resulted in the following conclusions.

2.0 Ang nis and Conclusions

Op. rations Management used several different methods to attempt to ensure that the
AOs understood their job responsibilities and how to go about executing those
responsibilities. These responsibilities are outlined in administrative procedures (e.g.,
OPMM) and covered in initial AO classroom training, OJT and AO Continuing Training.
For example, the AOs were specifically trained on tbc requirements for the * CST enclosure
integrity verification? Furthermore, Operations Management qualified each AO on each of
the five watchstations prior to the AO being allowed to stand a watch alone. The OPMM.

also requires that each Shift Superintendent periodically accompany AOs on rounds.
Management's communication of expectations, scinforcing basic values and performance,

,

however, was not sufficient to ensure full compliance with the intent of the watchstanding -
and log keeping requirements. Management effectiveness is therefore a contributing factor

,

in those instances where AOs developed substandard work practices, rationalized actions or-
did not retain sufficient attention to de t all. However, an individual's conscious and
deliberate transgression of established policy and training transcends management's i

*

responsibility for establishing, communicating, and reinforcing expectations, policy and basic
values. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following section addresses areas where
Management actions were a ser:ondary root cause and contributing factors to the AO '

performance concerns.

NHY holds technical tasks as a higher _ priority than administrative tasks. This is a
NHY norm supported by the following. NHY practices and enforces verbatim procedure
compliance for technical and operational procedures. Compliance and enforcement for

-

administrative procedure requirements is performed differently. Operating plant equipment
receives more scrutiny than standby equipment. Operations Management reinforced this

|- priority by occasionally directing AOs to perform quick rounds, in order to focus their
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efforts on plant evolutions. The OJT qualification process focused on plant component
manipulations.- Operations Management assumed that each individual retained a basic set of
operating philosophies and intangible values (e.g., work ethic). The Operations Management
expectations on good watchstanding and rounds practices varies according to shift. There
is no uniform set of expectatiuns established and implemented by Operations Management. ,

|Many Shift Superintendents emphasize housekeeping and safety as expectations that are in
addition to monitoring plant equipment and manipulating equipment. The Nuclear Quality
Group (NOG) surveillance and Trend Reports also support the emphasis of technical task
perfortnance over administrative task performance.

Most Operations managers and supervisors appear to possess two general sets of
expectations. The first set of expertations applies to technical competence and timely
completion of assigned tasks. Management Manuals, procedures and training are some of
the vehicles for documenting the expectations. Adherence to schedules and completion of
commitments are two ways of measuring performance and evaluating task expectations. The
second set of expectations apply to how an individual goes about completing the task.
Interviews indicate that Operations managers and supervisors do not communicate this second
6et of expectations. This NilY management style is supported by the following examples.
Managers and supervisors in the Operations Department retain and apply a set of
internallred criteria. This criteria may apply to selecting AOs for licensed operator training
class or SCRos for promotion to Unit Shift Supervisor (USS). This unwritten criteria usually
relates to intangible values such as responsiveness, inter. personal skills, attitude or
cooperative spirit. This criteria forms a set of expectations that is not communicated ir
daily work activities or in the annual performance appraisal process.

Managers and supervisors that attend NilY management training frequently express
the obscreation that the NilY environment does not support the principles developed in the
training process. The NiiY prevailing management style does not reinforce, encourage, or
measure the application of skills developed in NilY's management training courses. NiiY's
management style focuses on the performance and completion of tasks, in directing these
activitien, Operations tuanagers do not routinely take into account the people managing
aspects of their jobs. 13asic individual values pertaining to work ethics, honesty, trust and
integrity were assumed to be shared and inherent values across all of NilY. Operations
Management explicitly stated their expectations for _the technical requirements of performing
the AO watch practices but failed to explicitly state their intangible expectations for detailed
work practices. Operations managers also clearly stated their expectations for safe operation
of plant equipment, in a series of briefings to the Operations Department and Training
Group, which were given as part of the short term corrective actions, the Executive Director
. Nuclear Production stated his expectations for activities such as watchstanding, logkeeping,
completing' documentation and attention to detail. This practice, where an Executive or
Senior Manager states expectations, should also be routinely applied to new employees and
newly promoted supervisors. .

Operations managers, as a rule, know their expectations for the intangible aspects of
various positions in the company. They acknowledge that they do not communicate these -
expectations Operations managers recognize that they have the responsibility for creating
and cultivating the culture and management style. Collectively, managers do not share a
common definition or understanding of what culture and management style is, or should be.
The environment in which the AOs performed varied according to the shift that they worked
on. Some of the shifts encouraged participation by the AOs. On other shifts, the AOs were
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not treated as members of the same team. There are also variances in expectations between
each of the Shift Superinteadents and Operations Department Management.

The IRT Task Force reviewed the meeting minutes for the AO Curriculum Advisory
Committee (CAC) Operations Management and Training comprise the AO CAC. The CAC
is Operation Management's method for determining the scope and frequency for Training.
The 1990 AO CAC meeting developed several actions to resolve a series of AO comments
on the AO Continuing Training Program. The assigned actions included the r -ponsibility
for Operations to develop a good practice on rounds for incorporation into the AO
Continuing Training Program and e.aluating the need for Job Performance Measures (JPM)
on surveillances that require AO support. Operations Management-did not develop the good
practice or assign it to the Operations Department Staff for development. The evaluation
for JFM's is also an outstanding action item. In addition, Operations Management should
also assess the impact of routine tasks and either reinforce their importance or alter the-
frequency or approach for performing the task.

.

I

Failure to follow procedures is the toot cause for the AO performance concerns. In |
conducting the Management Effectiveness .eview, the IRT Task Force determined that there ;

were several administrative procedures and commitments to the NRC where Management
failed 'to follow procedures. The collective review of the data for managers and the AOh j

indicates that NHY does not uniformly apply the verbatim compliance policy to administralise
requirements.

The Nuclear Production Management Manual (NPMM), Seabrook Station Management
Manual (SSMM) and Operations Management Manual (OPMM) provide detailed
administrative criteria. These criteria address management presence in the plant, quarterly
performance monitoring, and quarterly appraisals of Shift Superintendents, in addition, the .

'President and CEO also directed, in an NHY internal memorand -m. several members of.

Executive Management to conduct periodic plant tours. !

The IRT Task Force reviewed Security Department keycard transaction data for
; Executive Management to measure their compliance with the directive to have a presence in
; the plant. This data indicates that Executive Management did not meet the intent of the

directive. The IRT Task Force review of the Station management in the plant program
(SSMM Chapter 2 Section 11) reveals a similar pattern.

The interview process indicates that managers recognize the value of a management
'

presence in the plant. Most managers and supervisors said that personal observations are
the best gauge for measuring employees' performance and fulfillment of their expectations.
However, all managers indicated that existing administrative tasks and job requirements form

.

a barrier that prevents them from affording the time to go into'the plant.

The IRT Task Force also reviewed NHY's. implementation of the quarterly
performance appraisal of the= Shift Superintendents. NHY documented the commitment in

- the NPMM anf subsequently in the SSMM (Chapter 3 Section 14). This administrative
commitment required that Operations Management periorm a quetterly performance appraisal
for each Shift Superintendent and document the results on the management factors section
of the Performance Appraisal form. The Station Manager was- subsequently required to
review the appraisal with each Shift Superintendent. The Station Manager was also required

. to review the results with the Executive Director - Nuclear Production and the President and
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CEO, NHY met this requirement one time since the commitment was developed and
documented in the NilY Management Manuals.

The IRT Task Force also reviewed the quarterly perfortaance monitoring artisity
conducted by the Operations Department (OAl.14 Routine Administrative Surseillanceh
This performance monitoring activity was the process that uncoverco the missed AO rounds.
The IRT Task Force review of previously conducted quarterly surveillance indicates that the
quarterly surveillance did not always meet the intent of the performance monitoring
requirements. Specifically, the surveillance did not always emphasite tasks "that are routine,
tedious, mundane, and normally performed by one individual when fatigue or complacency
may be potential factors.*

NilY practices verbatim compliance for operational and technical requirements. This
analysis did not reveal any conditions or procedure compliance issues that would detract from
soft ind p*udent operation of the plant. The NYMA Procedure 10000, New flampshire
Yau'.Je Organization . outlines the NilY policy on procedure compliance. This policy makes.

no ' distinction- between technical and administrative procedures. NilY does not uniformly
apply the procedure compliance policy. NilY should re examine this policy for desired
level of application and accountability.

Recommendations

Recommendations 3s a result of the Management Effectiveness analysis were reviewed
with recommendations from cther sections and were incorporated into the consolidated

- recommendations listed in Section 2.0 of this report.

_ _
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$0 DetermInntion of the Futent of the Performanct Concerns

A. Review of Other N11Y Departments

The IRT Task Force conducted an analysis to determine whether the Auxiliary ,

Operator performance concern existed in other departments. The departments selected for !
analysis were chosen based on similar job performance activities _ involving periodic
surveillance aethities or rounds. The departments reviewed include Maintenance, the rounds
performed by the Itoving Fire Patrols, Chemistry and licalth Physics, and Security. The
analysis included interviews and a review of data. The data sources reviewed included
Security Department keycard transaction logs, program manuals and Nuclear Quality tiroup i

reports.

1. Review of the Maintenance Department Uncludine I&C.llectrical. and Mechanical)

The Maintenance Department maintains facilities, equipment, systems, and components
to perform their intended functions through corrective and preventative maintenance. These
activities are job specific and are usually performed by more thau one individual. They also
typically involve post snaintenance verification testing. Very infrequently does the
Maintenance Department perform activitics which are routine in nature such as log taking.

The activities performed by the Maintenance Department are monitored by the
Maintenance Group Supervisors, who have overall responsibility for planning, supervising, and
closing out work activities and by the technical inspectors within the Quality Control
Department.

The type of documentation for the Maintenance Department is task specific as
opposed to routine log taking. This type of documentation is less susceptible to falsification.
This documentation receives several levels of review within the Production Department as
well as review by the Nuclear Quality Graup. Typically, Maintenance Department personnel
perform their work in groups or pairs. This further reduces the likelihood of documentation
concerns asito do so would require the collusion of several individuals.

2. R e view of the Rnvine Firenatrol Rounds

Roving Firepatrols cre utilized at Scabrook Station to periodically monitor areas where
a component of the fire protection system has been disabled.

These patrols are supervised by the Fire Brigade Leader who also determines which ,

areas need to be checked. The Firepatrol logs completion of an area check by marking the '

appropriate block ou the log sheet and by ' punching in* with the Morse Watchman S) stem
(MWS).

Located at each disablement location is a MWS station. When an area is checked,
the firepatrol inserts the MWS data collector into the MWS station and an electronic record
of the check is created, At the completion of the watch, the Fire Brigade Leader verifies
that the logs are correct by obtaining a computer screen printout from the MWS data
collector. This scrification is ?rected by Operations Administrative Instruction 23. entitled
" Operation of the Morse Watchman System / and ensures that all disablement locations base
been checked. Any discrepancies are further investigated. The MWS is used as frequently
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as the equipment is available. . During normal plant operation the MWS is used for more
than 99% of the required area checks. With the inherent increase in firepatrol requirements,
it is used less often during plant outages.

3. Review of the Chemistry and lhalth Physics Denstruent

The Chemistry Department performs daily primary and secondary sampling per the
Technical Specifications, Chernistry samples are often taken by one technician and then
analyzed by several different technicians that may be on different shifts. Additional sampling
and data recording is performed on other frequencies and on a non routine basis as directed
by the applicable Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operations. The llentth
Physics Departraent does not perform any routine _ Technical Specification related log taking
but does perform other routine checks such as radiological' surveys.

The results of the activities performed by the Chemistry and llcalth Physics are i

documented in numerous ways such as logs, radiological survey maps, and chemistry reports,
eThese documents and activities are monitored by both department supervision and the Quality
Control Department.

Two previous incidents, similar to the Auxiliary Operator performance concerns have
also occurred in the Chemistry and l{calth Physics Department. These incidents occurred
during the period of extended plant shutdown. The occurrences have heightened the
awareness of the Chemistry and licalth Physics technic 8ans as to the importance of correctly
documenting performance of assigned tasks. These incidents were discussed with personnel
in the Chemistry and licalth Physica Deprrtment by the Station Manager.

A seview of the Security Department keycard transaction log for the Refueling Watt.r
Storage Tank area.was conducted as part of the Phase IV data reduction. This review was
performed to verify that Chemistry and Health i'hysics personnel were present in the area
to conduct periodic sampling and radiological surveying. The results of the analysis, as
described S:ction 3.0.B of this repc.rt, demonstrate that the appropria'e personnel conducted
the specified activity.

4. Review of the Security-Denartment

The Security Guard Porce performs various routine paticis and inspections such as
protected barrier inspections (e.g., manhole covers, gates, fences etc ) and door checks.

Security Department supervision maintains a highly visible presence in the field. The
satio of workers to supervisors is_ low (4:1). This enables supervision to closely- monitor
security personnel. ~ Additionally, when an activity is complete it is reviewed by supervision
for completeness and is often matched against the Security Department keycard transaction
log to determine whether the specific individual was in the correct location to complete the
task.

A security officer performing a door check would record on the log sheet that the.

door was secure. The officer in the Central Alarm Station (CAS) could readily verify that
the individual was in the correct area based on the Security Department keycard transaction
log. This log tracks the use of keycards throughout the protected area and is easily accessed
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by the CAS operator. Additionally, activities such as fence line patrets are recorded on
. Sidev camera w;ich muy be monitored from the CAS.

.

B. E,grglg.),lna
l

The IRT Task Force concludes that the AO performance concerns were not evident i

in other NI(Y departments. |
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6.0 Chronolocy of f3ents_gpd Actions Taken As a Hault of the 40 Perfunnante
Con ce rtu.

A. 1pjtoduction to the Chronolcgy

The l'ollowing provides a detailed chronology of events relating to the AO performance
concerns from the date of discovery to the date of issuance of the draft report. It
specifically describes the events that lead to the discovery of the performance concerns,
actions taken by all levels of NilY managem.*nt in response to the AO performance concerns,
NRC interfaces, and the thought processes ex5.lored and activities performed by the IRT Task
Force. Also described are the corrective actiens implemented by NilY in response to the
AO performance concerns.

This chronology represents a good faith efi1rt to document significant events that
occurred regarding the AO performance concerns and 'he IRT assessment. It was developed
based on direct observation, discussions with key ind. vide:.!:, and notes provided by IRT
Task Force members and others. This chronology was also alstributed for review and
comment to key individuals. Notwithstanding this, this chronology may not necessarily
represent all actions taken by NilY in response to the AO uctiormance concerns.

Lt. Detailed Chronolocv

See attached.
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CHRONOI,0GY OF EVENTS i

|
Sunday. M a r ch 1. 1991

'

A Shift Superintendent conducted a quarterly surveillance to determine if I-

on shift personnel were appropriately performing assigned duties. As a result
of conducting the surveillance, the Shift Superintendent determined that an
Auxiliary Operator (AO) had not fully completed all assigned dutles associated
with the roser AO rounds. Specifically, the AO (AO #1) had not performed i

a routine periodic inspection (required every four hours) of a building. After
confronting the AO with the discrepancies, the Shift Superintendent counseled
him on his duties and responsthilities and the AO was *clieved of his watch
by the oncoming shift.

Approx.
1830 . The Shift Superinter. dent informed the Assistant Operations hianager, who in

turn notified the Station hianager of the AO performance concerns.

The Assistant Operations Manager directed the Shift Superintendent to obtain
_

the Security Department keycard transaction logs for Saturday, February 29,
.

'1992, and review the tover rounds that the subject AO was responsible for
, completing. Based on this review, discrepancies were also noted in the rounds

that this AO cotupleted on Saturday.

The Shift Superinteudent discussed the AO performance concerns with-

oncoming Shift Superintenlent at shift turnover.

M o n d a y. M arch 2.1992

0830 - The Executive Director Nuclear Production was informed of the AO-

performance concerns.

i Station Atanagement informed the NRC Senior Resident inspector of the AO- ,

performance concerns.

! 0930 - The President and CEO was informed of the AO performance concerns.

1001 - The Security Department rescinded protected area access for the subject AO's
keycard.

Approx.
1100 - Executive hianagement was informed of the AO performance concerns during

the Monday morning meeting.

1400 - Executive Management outlined the assessment process for the AO performance
concerns. The Executive Director - Nucleer Production requested from the
Director of Quality Programs that the independent Review Team (IRT) conduct
an assessment of the AO performance concerns
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- 1430 -- .The AO identified as not properly completing his rounds (AO #1) was
interviewed by the Assistant Operations Manager, a Shift Superintendent. and

_

the Employee Relations Manager. As a result of this it,terview this AO was
suspended without pay pending further assessment, and escorted outside of
the protected area.

-1700 -- Operations Managernent briefed Station Management and the Executive Director
Nuclear Production on the suspension of the first AO, Discussiunt, were also

held on potential disciplinary actions, j
i
6

'

Tuesday. March 3.1992
>,

- 0700 -- The Assistant Operations Manager issued a night order to the operating crews ;

to review a previous night order dated December _ 30, 1991, entliled ;

' Complacency.' This latter order asked the crews to discuss complacency, te , ,

'self satisfaction accompanied by unawareness of actual danger ur delicient'es,' !

and how it applies to each shift during day to day operations. This order ,ilso
.

"requested recommendations for ensuring the crews do not become complacent,

- 0800 - The IRT Manager met with the Assistant Operations Manager to discuss status
.

and potential courses of action.

0330 - Station Management informed the NRC Senior Resident inspector of the
suspension of an AO for 48 hours. >

- 09.40 - The IRT Manager met with the Executive Director Nuclear Production to
-

discus % status and potential Courses of action.
,

The IRT Manager initiated the assessment of the AO performance concerns.- -

The IRT Manager requested the Security. Department to print out the Leicard- -

transaction logs for the two Condensate Storage Tank (CST) enclosure rooms
for January and February 1992. This data was to be provided to the IRT
Manager on Wednesday, March 4,1992,

I1300 - The'IRT Manager interviewed the Assistant Operations Manager,

1600 - The IRT Manager interviewed a Shift Superintendent.'

2130 - The IRT Manager interviewed seven AOs, two additional Shift Superintendents,
and one Unit Shift Supervisor. !

'
- Wednesday. March 4.1902

Operations Management met with Station Management, the Executive Director -=-

'~
Nuclear Production, and the Employee Relations Manager to review the actions
taken to date and to finalize disciplinary actions,

i
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The IRT Manager and the Operations Technical Projects Supervisor reviewed-

the keycard transaction data-for the CST for January and February 1992, and
informed Station Management that based on the preliminary review of the data
additional AOs had not properly completed their rover rounds.

1300 .- The IRT Manager and Station Management met to discuss disciplinary action
for the AOs identified by the CST data.

.

1430 - The Assistant Operations Manager, Executive Director Nuclear Production.
Station Manager, Assistant Station Manager, the Euployee Relations Manager
and a Shift Superintendent conducted a disciplinary meeting with the first AO
(AO #1). This AO was suspended for two weeks retroactive to the beginning
of the initial suspension period, put on probation for 6 months, decertified
from AO activities, and required to attend an AO remedial training program
pending tl results of further ane ss m e nt.- These remedial actions were
subsequently applied to all AOs who are noted as being suspended for two 3
weeks.

The IRT Manager requested the Security Department to print out the keycard+-

transaction log for the Cooling Tower (CT) and the Emergency Feedwater
(EFW) pumphouse for January and February 1992. This data was to be
provided to the IRT Manager on Thursday, March 5,1992.

Thursdnv. Match 5.1492

0600 to
1230 +- The IRT Manager and the Operations Technical Projects Supervisor reviewed

the keycard transaction data for the CT and UFW pumphouse for January and
February 1992.

- 1230 - The IRT Manager informed Station Management- of the- results of the data
analysis for the CT and EFW pumphouse for January and February 1992. This
data identified additional AOs who did not properly complete their rounds. -

The IRT Manager requested the Security Department to print out the keycard-

transaction log for the Service Water (SW) pumphouse for January and
February 1992. This data was to be provided to the IRT Manager on Friday,
March 6,1992,

The Assistant Operations Manager requested a Shift Superintendent (futureo -

Assistant Operations Manager) to assist with responding to the AO
performance concerns.

1700 - The IRT Manager met with the President and CEO, Executive Director -
Nuclear Froduction, and the Director of Licensing Services to discuss the
preliminary data analysis. The IRT Manager subsequently discussed potential
courses of action with the Executive Director - Nuclear Production, and the
Regulatory Compliance Maaager.
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Priday. hiarch 6.1002
t

'The IRT hianager and the Operations Technical Projects Supervisor reviewed ;... ..

the keycard transaction data for the SW pumphouse for January and February
1992, and informed Station hianagement of the results. This data lead
Operations hinnagemcat to the conclusion that five additional AOs needed to
be interviewed. ;

The IRT hinnager verified the accuracy of the Security Department keycard-

transaction data with the Security hianager and appropriate staff. '

.

Approx.
1000 .. The Execuse Director . Nuclear. Production accompanied an AO on a rover

round. .

|
1300 - NilY management including the President and CEO, Executive Director -

Nuclear Production, Director of Licensing Services, Station hianagement,
Operations hianagement, IRT hianager. and the Employee Relations hinnager,
met and discussed the results of the data analysis completed to date, a detailed '

course of action for interviewing additional AOs, and an outline for briefing
the NRC.

.

1500 - - NilY management including the Executive Director . Nuclear Production.
briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector, and subsequently NRC Region I
(via teleconference) on the current findings and NilY's intended course of i

action.

-The IRT-Manager requested the Security Department to print out the keycard-- -
_

!transaction log for the CT, CST, EFW pumphouse and SW pumphouse for
November and December 1991. '

'
Approx.
2200 -- ' Operations Management issued a night order that each Shift Superintendent

subsequently discussed with his crew .This order reviewed proposed changes
to the Operations hianagement hianual (OPhtht) pertaining to completeness of '

plant records. This order also reviewed existing Orhthi procedures regarding
shift records requirements, log sheets, attention to detail, core values and work

: ethic. These night orders also stated that each Shift Superintendens shall *

perform a set of rounds with each AO, and review the watchstation and all i

duties expected of the AO as a watchstander.

34 [y,.1steh i W92
!NRC Inspector $1 came onsite and accompanied AOs on rounds..

'0900 to
-1400 -- Based on the results of the January and - February 1992 data, Operations

hianagement, the Employee Relations Manager, and a Shift Superintendent '

interviewed and suspended five additional AOs (AOs # 2 through c) . for
;
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96 hours wkhout pay pending further assessment. This brought the total
number of susptoded AOs to six.

The Operations Techn cal Projects Supervisor reviewed the keycard transaction.. ..

data for the CT, CST, EFW pumphouse, and SW pumphouse for November and
Decce er 1991.

,

i

1500 to |
2100 .. NilY management including the President and CEO, Executive Director - 1

Nuclear Production, Director of Licensing Services, Station Management, 1

Operations Management, IRT Manager, and the Ernployee Relations Manager
met and reviewed the AO interview results and the actions taken. At the
conclusion of the meeting the President and CEO indicated that the suspended
Aos could not be reinstated without his prior approval. ;

Operations Management and the Employee Relations Manager briefed the.. -

President and CEO, Executive Director . Nuclear Production, and other NilY
management on the results of the AO interviews and the disciplinary actions
taken.

Station Management briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector on the current..

status a 3d intended course of action.

The IRT Manager expanded the scope and composition of the IRT Task Force.. -

investigating the AO performance concerm ;

Sunday. March 8.1992
,
;

NRC Inspector #2 came onsite and' accompanied AOs on rounds.-. -

Operations Management, the Employee Relations Manager, and a Shift *..

Superintendent conducted interviews with two additional Aos who held reactor
operator licenses and two Control Room Operators. The Control Room
Operators were being interviewed based on data analysis from the time period !

'
when they were AOs. No disciplinary actions were taken against one of the
Control Room Operators; the other received a written warning. The two AOs
(AOs # 7 and 8) were suspended for 96 hours pending further assessment.

?

Operations Managernent and the Employee Relations Manager briefed the-- ..

Station Manager and Assistant Station Manager on the actions taken to date, t

'
The IRT Manager contacted three of the four IRT Task Force team leads (i.e.,. ..

AO Performance Assessment, Management Effectiveness, and Training) in
anticipation of a March 9, 1992, 0900 IRT Task Force meeting. The IRT
Manager also developed a scoping document outlining the scope and methods
for conducting the IRT assessment.

,
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Monday. M arch 9.1992

0700 .. Operations and Station Management conducted a status meeting. Additional
courses of action were discussed.

0800 - The IRT Manager contacted the fourth IRT Task Force team lead (l.c., Root
Cause) in anticipation of a March 9,1992, 09001RT Task Force meeting.

0830 - The Assistant Station Manager briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector on
status and intended course of action.

NHY briefed the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, New Hampshire.. ..

Office of Emergency Management. Massachusetts Emergency Management
Agency, Local Communities in the Emergency Planning Zone, and NRC Region
I on status and intended course of action.

0900 - The IRT Task Force conducted a kick off meeting. This team consisted of
eight personnel with diverse backgrounds, issues discussed included
background inforrnation - on the AO performance concern, delegation of
responsibilities among team members, and the draft Operations Department
Assessment scoping document. This assessment was designed to review
management's effectiveness in resolving this issue, the root cause, an AO
Performance Assessment, a review of the training program, and the
development of a chronology of events. Three of the team members were
directed to continue previously initiated data review activities.

Approx.
1100 .. Based upon new data received from the IRT Manager, Operations Management

conducted an interview of another AO, This AO (AO #9) was suspended for
96. hours without pay pending further assessment 4

1300 - The Executive Director Nuclear Production began a series of briefing to
Operations Department personnel regarding the AO performance concerns, the
pending assessment, requirements for rounds, and management's expectations.

NHY briefed the . NRC Sector Resident inspector on the status of the--

assessment and disciplinary actions taken,

1500 - The Executive Director Nuclear Production provided a second briefing to
Operations Department personnel,

1600 -- The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the team members. The meeting started with a call |to NHY legal counsel to
outline IRT Task Force members' le6al responsibilities and identify potential
legal actions. Following this, a teleconference was initiated with the Employee
Relations Manager, who was one of three NHY cmployees responsible for

! interviewing twelve AOs; eleven AOs who missed some roundiand one AO who
I did 'not miss any rounds. This discussion summarized the interviewer's
i perception of the AOs interpretation of the definition of ' satisfactory," the

significance of the AO's signature on the bottom of ioF sheets, why there were,
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frequent misses of the Cooling Towei surveillance, an AO's understanding of
management directives, and recollection of similar incidents of falsification of
documents in the past at NilY.

1600 - A Shift Superintendent made a four hour notification to the NitC pursuant to
10 CFR $0.72(b)(2)(vi), regarding the AO performance concern as a news
worthy event. This notification stated that NilY was inforrning local news
agencies and local government agencies that disciplinary action had been taken
against c* tain AOs as a result of discrepancies found in the logs taken on
their tot , including the fact that not every location was checked on every
round. The Shift Superintendent also stated that NilY had previously brieled
the NRC on this issue and an auessment was continuing.

- The Shift Superintendent responded to the NRC operations officer's questions
regarding AO termination, total number of AOs affected, and disciplinary
actions taken. The NRC cperations officer requested a follow.up notification
if a written press release was made.

1600 - A Shift Superintendent initiated Station laformation Report (SIR) 92-005 to
evaluate the four hour notification provided to the NRC regarding the AO
performance concern as a news worthy event.

1700 - The IRT Task Force met with the Assistant Operations Manager and a Shift
Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager), who were the two other
NilY employees responsible for interviewing the twelve AOs. This discussion
was similar to the discussions held at 1600, but also included the interviewer's
perception of the effectiveness of On the Job Training for Aos, AO>

'

qualification, and the AO's impression of how long this problem has been in;

been in existence at Seabrook Station.

Discussion was also held on the Security Department's high confidence that the
keycard transaction data utilized to verify entry into specific buildings were
accurate.

The President and Chief Executive Officer issued N11Y Letter dated March 9,- -

1992 (NiiY 920161) to all employees. This letter summarized the Ao
perfo . anee concerns, how it was discovered, the fact that the NRC had been
inforn. and the fact that disciplinary actions had been taken and more were
possible with further review, . This letter also stressed an e mployc e's
responsibility regarding accuracy, excellenice, and accountability for- their
actions, and that NilY viewed this occurrence as s serious issue.-

The President and CEO informed the Scabrook Joint Owners of the ' AO- -

performance concerns.

NiiY informed the news media of the AO performance concerns.1700 -

1730 - The Regulatory Compliance Manager responded to a phone call from the NRC;

Emergency Operations Center and discussed disciplinary actions related to the
Aos and the status of any issued or pending press releases.
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Tu e s d a y. March 10.1902

0700 - The Executive Director Nuclear Production provided a third briefing to
Operations Department personnel.

0900 - Operations and Station Management conducted a status meeting. Discussions
included corrective actions and communicating the significance of the AO
performance concern to the balance of NiiY employees.

121$ - A Shift Superintendent initiated Station Information Report (SIR) 92 606 to
evaluate a tulssed Technical Specification Surveillance 4.7.1.3 regarding CST
integrity. This surveillance was missed on November 9, 1991, and was
identified during IRT Task Force data analysis activities. The Regulatory
Cornpliance Department determined that a '.icensee Event Report would be
required by April 9,1992, per 10 CFR 50.7.s.

1300 - The IRT Manager observed the Eaccutive Director Nuclear Production
provide a fourth briefing to Operations Department personnel.

I'00 - 1RC Inspector #3 conducted an entrance meeting for NRC Inspection 92-08.
The inspector stated that the scope of inspection was to include the safety
significance of AO performance concern, the AO rounds process, the IRT
assessment process, Operation's Department procedures, management's controls,
the training program, and adequacy of corrective actions.

1$30 -- The Executive Director Nuclear Production, Shift Superintendent, and a
Licensing Engineet gave a background briefing to NRC Inspector #3 and the
Senior Resident inspector.

1600 - The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the team members. The team members were briefed on the NRC entrance
meeting. During this meeting it was determined that the data review process
should focus on data from the Condensate Storage Tank (CST), Emergency ,

Feedwater Pumphouse (EFW), and Fuel Storage Building (FSB). The CST and
FSB surveillances are governed by_the Technical Specifications and the EFW
temperature monitoring activity was a pievious commitment to the NRC (SDN.
1255, December 10, 1986;. The other data, i.e., suruillances for the Cooling
Tower and Service Water pumphouse, are not related to the Technical ,

"Specifications or other commitments. It was also determined that the data
from January and February 1991 should be reviewed in addition to November
and December 1991, and January and February 1992 data. This was to assist 1

in determining the extent of the problem.

Preliminary evaluation of the keycard transaction data indicated no strong
Icorrelation to time of day, or day of the week. The IRT Task Force continued

analyzing data, interviewing AOs, and reviewing the training program. ;
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We d n e < d a y. March 1L 1902

0700 - Production Management conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance [
included the Executive Director Nuclear Production, Assirtant Station-

Manager, Assistant Operations Manager, Operations Technical Proje cts
Supervisor, a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager), IRT
Menager, and the Employee Relations Manager. This meeting included a
review of draft disciplinary action letters and interviews scheduled for the day,
the prelimwary results fron4 the November and December 1991 keycard

,

transaction data analysis, the ability to maintain adequate AO coverage in light
of multiple suspensions, the potential for the missed Cooling Tower

',

surveillances being caused by a miscommunication of management's expectations,
and the need to look closely at any missed portions of rounds for licensed
AOs. The meeting was adjourned at 0755.

0800 - The IRT Manager requested the Security Department to print out the keycard
transaction log for the CST, EFW pumphouse, and FSB for March, August

.

and September 1990.

0835 - A second status rnecting was convened with the Executive Directar Nuclear
Production, Assistant Station Manager, Station Manager, Assistant Operations
Manager, a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) IRT
Manager, and the Director of Licensing Services. This meeting addressed the
status of the in process data analysis, the ability to bound the issue by using
earlier data, and the need to brief the NRC Senior Resident inspector at 0915.
The meeting was adjourned at 0910.

0915 - NHY briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector and NRC Inspector #3. The
briefing addressed disciplinary action meeting schedule, status of kcycard
transaction data analysis for November and December 1991, potential
segregation of the missed sutveillances for the Cooling Tower from other
missed surveillances, and potential- for missed Technical- Specification
surveillances. .

1100 - The IR~l Manager and the Director of Licensing Services provided an update
briefing to the President and CEO.

1300 - The IRT Manager met with the NRC to discuss scope and method of the IRT
assesstne nt.

Operations Management, the Executive Director - Nuclear Production, Station--

' Manager, Assistant Station Manager, the Employee Relations Manager, and a
Shift Superintendent conducted disciplinary meetings for five Aos presiously
suspended on Saturday, March 7, 1992. _ These meetings were conducted

_

throughout the day. Four AO'. were each suspended for two weeks without ;.

pay retroactive to the initial suspension date.

M anageroe nt extended the suspension of the one remaining AO previously
suspended on Saturday, March 7,1992, in order to evaluate that individual's
performance further.
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1600 -- Operations hianagement, the Employee Relations 'anager, and a Shift
Superintendent conducted an interview of one Control Room Operator who was
previously ir.:erviewed on Sunday, h1 arch 8,1992, who was issued a written
warning at that time, but was rescinded due to ndditional data analysis. This
Control Room Operator was reinterviewed based on more recent data analysis
results. This Control Roo'n Operator was issued a letter of reprimand; no
further disciplinary actions were taken at this time.

1630 - Operations hianage me nt, the Employee Relations hianager, and a Shift
Superintendent conducted an interview of a Control Room Operator who was
identified based upon recent data analysis. No disciplinary actions were taken
against this Control Itoom Operator.

The Security blanager issued a memorandum to the IRT hianager (SS 59571)--

attesting to the accuracy and reliaVity of the keycard transaction data being
analyred by the IRT Task Force.

A member ei the IRT Task Force interviewed five AOs.~ --

1o30 - Station hinnagement briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector on the
disciplinary action meetings conducted on this date.

Thursday. March 12. 1992

0900 - The Executive Director Nuclear Production briefed the Seabrook Joint-

Owners on the AO performance concern at the monthly Joini Owner meeting.

Approx.
1100 - Four members of the IRT Task Force walked selected portions of the AO

rover round utilizing a rover round log.

1100 and
1300 - Operations llanagement, the Executive Director Nuclear Production, Station

Mansger, Assistant Station hianager, the Employee Relations hianager, and a
Shift Superintendent conducted disciplinary action meetings for two Aos who
held reactor operator licenses and wht v'ere previously suspended on Sunday,
h1 arch 8,1992. These two AOs were suspended for two weeks. These AOs
were also 19td at this time that their reactor operator licenses wonhi be
terminated.

1400 - .. disciplinary action meeting was also conducted for one AO who was'

previoussy tuspended on hionday, hiarch 9,1992. This AO resigned from
NilY.

Approx.
1600 - Operatioas hianage me nt, the Employee Relations hianager, and a Shift

Superintendent conducted interviews for three other AOs who were recently
identified based on recent data analysis. One AO was exonerated and two
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- AOs were suspended for 96 hours without pay pending furtL;r assessment,
The latter two- AOs (AOs # 10 and 11) became the tenth and eleventh to be ,

suspended.

The IRT Task Force continued to review additional keycard f ransaction data... -

A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed five additiona' AOs.

1600 -- The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the tearn members and two Regulatory Compliance personnel who were
subsequently added to the IRT Task Force. Additionally, NRC Inspector #3
attended a portion of this meeting.

Frid ay._ ht arch 13. 1992'

. t

0900 - One of the AOs who held a reactor operator license and who was initially
suspended on Afarch 8,1992, met with the NRC Senior Resident inspector,
NRC Inspector '#3, and a Shift Superintendent. This meeting was held.at the
AO's request.

0900 - NHY management conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the President and CEO, Executive Director . Nuclear Production, IRT Manager,
Director of Licensing Services, Assistat.t Operailons blanager, Assistant Station
Manager, Training Manager, Nuclear Quality hianager, and a Shift
Superintendent. This meeting was to review the chronology of events, discuss
data reliability and patterns, dia:iplinary action taken to date, disciplinary
action to be taken, outstanding short term actions, IRT Task Force status
including preliminary conclusions, recommendations, and root causes, feedback
from the NRC, and the future course of action.

1000 -- A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed the Station Manager.

1200_-- Operations Management suspended Licensed Operator Initial Training. This
made seven additional AOs available to fill AO openings on the operating
shifts. TNr e AOs were provided with requalification training.

- 1300 ' - - NHY managemer^ ' Jc. fed the. NRC (including . NRC Region .1) on status,
'

intended course af v' e,'and potential for a missed Technical Specification
surveillance in ths. Tid.

1300 -- A -Unit Shift Supervisor Witlated Station Information Report (SIR) 9~2 008 to
evaluate a missed Technical Specification Surveillance 4.7.10 regarding Spent
Fuel Pool Cooling Pump area t.mperature. Thi: surveillance was missed on
Februsty 21,.1992, at 1600, and was identified during IRT Task Force data
analysis activities. The Regulatory Compliance Department determined that a
Licensee Event Report would be required by April 13, 1992, per the

j. requirements .of 10 CFR 50.73,
l

1430 - NRC Inspector #3 conducted an exit meeting for NRC Inspection 92-08. The
exit meeting was attended by a number of NHY personnel including the
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President and CEO, the Executive Director Nuclear Production, Assist' ant |

Station Manager, ~ Assistant- Operations Manager, the Director of Licensing -|
Services and the IRT Task Force. The NRC Inspector- stated that the purpotic
of the inspection was to- evaluate- the licensee's response, assess the safety*

significance of the missed AO rounds, and to determine the need to perform )

. follow up inspection activities. With regard to plant safety, the NRC Inspector
cited NilY's actions of providing briefings to_ the operating crews, the Shift
Superintendent accompanying AOs on rounds, requiring Quality Control
sampling of AO rounds, Shift Superintendent verification of rover rounds,
consistent feedback (i.e., from interviews with AOs and data snalysis), that
AOs consider procedures and Repetitive Task Sheets of higher importance than
ever round log sheets, and the fact that past NRC experience has shown that
habrook has missed few Technical Specification surveillances. The NRC
Inspector also noted that NiiY intends to review Technical Specliication
Surveillances for the core group of worst AOs.

The NRC Inspector cited the following areas as potential weaknesses which may
have contributed to this event: scope and conduct-of AO On-the Job training;
no individual being responsible for training a new AO; no follow up checks of
new AOs being' conductedt Operations Management approval of new AOs
should' put more emphasis on mana g,ement's expectations; _t h e Shift
Superintendent's rarely accompany AOs on aunds; and round sheets are bulky
and lack detail regarding the surveillances to be performed. ;

,

The NRC Inspector indicated that' NiiY would likely receive three violations !

as of that time. The first violation would be cited for missing two Technical
d

Specification surveillances. The- second violation would pertain to falsifying
records required by the NRC,-and the third would pertain to willfully causing
a licensee to violate-NRC regulations.

With regard to mitigating actions, the NRC Inspector referenced NHY's
immediate actions taken by the Assistant Operations Manager, the formation
of the IRT Task Force, the scope of the IRT review, overall quick management
response, good response by upper management (e.g., briefings conducted by the
Executive Director - Nuclear _ Production), and the candid ~ dialogue NilY
exhibited with- the NRC, ---

The exit meeting was adjourned at approximately 1515.
I

1515 -- The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the team members. Discussions included methods of bounding the AO

_ performance concern, and results of additional interviews with AOs and Station
Management. It was also - determined that it was necessary to review the
keycard transaction daia f,r the- CST, EFW and FSB from March 1990 to
present. This. data would be reviewed to determine if any Technical
Specification surveillances, c'r other commitments, were missed since full power

E licensure.
|

|- A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed three additional AOs.- --
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1600 - The IRT Task Force requested the Security Department to print out the
keycard transaction log for the CST, EFW pumpt.ouse, and FSB for March
1990 to present. This data was to be provided to the IRT on-Monday, March
16, 1992,

t

1630 - Operations Management, the Executive Director - Nuc'aur Production - Station
Manager, Assistant Station Manager, the-Employee Relations Manager, and a
Shift Superintendent conducted a disciplinary action meeting for an AO who-
was previously suspended on Saturday, March 7,1992. This AO was suspended
for two weeks retroactive to the date of the initial suspension.

NHY issued a. letter to the NRC- (NYN-92026) to terminate the reactor~ --

operator licenses held by two Aos who were previously found to have not fully
completed their rover rounds. These AOs were initially suspended on Sunday,
March 8,1992.

1800 -- NHY provided an update to news media regarding the AO performance
concern.

Note: At the end of this date the- Assistant Station Manager became the Station Manager
due 'o retirement. Henceforth, he will be referenced to as the Station Manager.

S a t u r d a y. March 14 1002

Five of the AOs from the Licensed Operator. Initial Training class reviewed-~-

AO rounds with a Shift Superintendent as part of the requalification process.
Following this, these AOs were available to supplement AO staff on the
operating shifts.

The Operations Manager brief' 3 two operating crews on the AO ast.essment-- -

1500 to.
- 1800 -- 'T he IRT Manager interviewed the Operations Manager.

Sunday. March 15.1992

The Assistant Operations Manager contacted the Shift Superintendent to set-- -

up an interview on Monday, March 16, 1992, with ~ a recently identified AO.

M on d a y. March 16.1992
4-

0800 ~ The IRT Task Force started reviewing keycard transaction log data for the
CST, EFW pumphouse, and FSB St March 1990 to present. This review was
to verify compliance with Technical Specification surveillances.
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0900'- The IRT Manager interviewed a Shift- Superintendent and a -Unit Shift
- Supervisor.

.A member of the IRT Task' Force interviewed three additional AOs.--
-

Two of the AOs from the Licensed Operator Initial Training class reviewed-

AO rounds with a Shift Superintendent as part of the requalification process.
Following this, these Aos were available to supplement _ AO staff on the
operating shifts.

The IRT Task Force-continued data analysis activities and determined that-- -

an additional Technical Specification- surveillance rega. ding the integrl'y of
the CST _ had been missed. The IRT Task Force informed NHY management
of this missed surveillance.

Operations Management, the Employee Relations Manager, and a Shift+-

Superintendent: interviewed an AO who was recently identified as t- result of
recent data analysis activities. This AO (AO #12) was suspended for'96-hours
pending further assessment. This became the twelfth AO to be suspended.

1300 and
1400 -- Operations Management, the Executive Director - Nuclear Production, Station

Manager, ! Assistant Station Manager, the Employee Relations Manager, and'a
Shift Superintendent conducted disciplinary action meetings for two AOs who
were previously suspended on Thursday, March 12, 1992. These two Aos were
suspended for two weeks retroactive to the date of the initial suspension.

1300 -- A Shift Superintendent initiated Station Information Report (SIR) 92-009 to
evaluate a missed Technical Specification Surveillance 4.7,1.3 regarding CST
integrity. This surveillance was missed' on May 12, 1991, and was identified
during IRT Task Force data analysis activities. The Regulatory Compliance
Department determined that a Licensee Event Report would be required by
April 15,1992, per the requirements of.10 CFR 50.73.

1500 -- The Executive Director s Nuclear Production provided a fifth briefing to
Operations-Department personnel.

1635 -- MiY management conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the President and CEO,- Executive Director '. Nuclear Production, IRT Manager,
Director of Licensing Services, Assistant Operations Manager, Station Manager,
Training Manager, Maintenance Manager, and a Shift Superintendent (future
Assistant Operations Manager). Discussions at this meeting included the third
missed Technical Specification surveillance, the status of the data analysis to
identify missed Technical Specification surveillances, AO termination criteria
and the option for resignation. The IRT Manager also provided a status of
the other IRT Task Force activities.
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Tuesday. March 17. 1992

0830 - A meeting was conducted with the President and CEO, Executive Director -
Nuclear Production, Station Manager, Assistant Operations Manager, Director
of Licensing Services, and the Corporate Communications Manager to discuss
the agenda for the meeting with the NRC Regional Administrator, Region 1,
scheduled for Thursday, March 19, 1992.

A p p r o x.

0900 - Executive Management issued an update bulletin to employees regarding the
IRT review of the AO situation. This bulletin stated that the IRT evaluation
of AO work practices and log keeping was continuing and was expected to take
approximately two more weeks. This bulletin also stated that the current focus
of the IRT effut was a review of information to verify that all inspections
required by the Technical Specifications had been performed since the receipt
of the full power operating license. Three Technical Specification surveillances
had been determined to have been missed to that date.

The bulletin also summarized the disciplinary actions taken by NHY
management. These included the suspension of ten AOs for two weeks without
pay, suspension of one additional AO pending further review, and the
suspension and subsequent resignation of another AO. These AOs were also
taken off duties _that would require them to perform as AOs, and were placed
on probation pending further review.

The bulletin also indicated that two of the AOs who held reactor operator
licenses were reassigned to dutier, that did not require a license. NHY had
also requested that the NRC terminate those licenses.

Also summarized were the actions taken by management, such as discussions
held by the Executive Director Nuclear Production and the Station Manager
with the Operations staff. It was also stated that the Station Manager would
brief other.NHY departments on this issue.

The update reemphasized that the AO performance concern is a very serious
issue.

- -- A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed five additional AOs.

Approx.
0930 - The IRT Manager issued a memorandum to the Security Manager (IRT#

92-005) requesting additional information on the accuracy of thu computer
generated keycard transaction data. Information requested included the
computer overall computer error rate, hardware and software error rates,
systemic errors, random errors, empirical evidence regarding keycard reader
errors, and corrective actions taken in response to errors.

1000 -- A meeting was_ conducted with the Executive Director - Nuclear Production
,

_ (part time attendance), Director of Administrative Services, Assistant Operationsi-

Manager, a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) the
1
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- Employee Relations Manager, _ and counsel to review ..- the approach to
disciplinary actions taken to date, potential for future labor _ proceedings, and
potential futtne' disciplinary actions. This meeting was adjour ed at 1215.

1340 -- A member of the IRT Task Force met with the Assistant Operations Manager
and.a Shift Superintendent-(future Assistant Operations Manager) to discuss
the chronology of events regarding the AO issue.

1700'- Operations Management briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector on NHY's
meeting with their corporate council, the fact that the Operathos department
was providing input into the IRT's chronology, a status update, and progress
on the AO remedial training program.

Wed nesd ay. March 18.1992

0900 -- Operations Management met with the Operations Training Supervisor to discuss
the AO remedial training program.

1300 -- A meeting was conducted with the Executive Director - Nuclear Production,
Station Manager, Assistant Operations Manager, and a Shift Superintendent
(Assistant Operations Manager) to discuss the disciplinary meetings to be
conducted with two AOs-later that day.

1400 -4 Operations Management, the Executive Director - Nuclear Production, Station
Manager, the Employee Relations Manager, and a Shift Superintendent
conducted a disciplinary meeting with the first AO identified as not completing
his rounds. This AO was initially suspended on Monday, March 2,1992. This
AO resigned from NHY.

1500 -- Operations Management, the Executive Director Nuclear Production, Station
Manager, the Employee Relations Manager, and a Shift Superintendent
conducted a disciplinary meeting - with another AO who was previously
suspended on Saturday, March 7,1992. This AO was terminated by NHY,

1630 - . Operations Management including the Execi.tive Director - Nuclear Production
-(part time attendance) briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector on the two
disciplinary meetings conducted earlier that day, and the resultant resignation
and termination.

The NRC Office of Investigation called the President and CEO to inform-- --

NHY_ that the Office of Investigation will be investigating the AO performance
Concern.

-- A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed seven additional AOs.
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Thursday. March 19.1992

0815 .. The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included q

the team members and a Engineering Department Designer who was added to
the.IRT Task Force. Discussions included a status of keycard transaction data
analysis. Specifically, the CST was completed -from March 1990 to present. i

Notwithstanding this, further review was being conducted to confirm or refute
two additional potential missed Technical Specification surveillances. The
data analysis for the FSB was approximately one third complete and was
expected to be completed within two tuore days. The IRT noted a
discontinuity in the keycard transaction data provided - by the Security

1

Department for the FSD. Upon further review, Security had determined that
this door had been posted during the subject time periodi - Security
subsequently provided the manual Security door entry log to the IRT Task
Force, The IRT Task Force agreed it was prudent to review EFW Pumphouse
data back to March 1990. This data analysis was expected to take over one

]week to cornpim. 'the IRT Task Force also agreed to document the basis for
the March 199G data seview cut-off date.

Discussions were also held on the potential for labor proceedings based upon
the scope of thc data reviewed. Status was provided for all activities being

_

conducted by the IRT Task Force including the preliminary results of reviews
conducted to determine if the AO performance concern was present in other
departments. The IRT Task Force agreed to document the results on these
reviews in the fiaal report.

The IRT Task Force set a preliminary schedule for a first draft of the IRT
Report for March 27, 1992.

0900 - _ A meeting was conducted with the Assistant Operations Manager, Training
Manager, Operations Training Manager, a Shif t Superintendent (future Assistant
Operations Manager), and the Operations Training Supervisor on the AO
temedial training ' program.

,

0930 -- The Assistant Operations Manager requested .the Training Department __to
provide copies of training materials that pertain to the CST,- and attendance
lists for these classes.

,

1030 -- The Assistant Operations . Manager met with a Shift Superintendent (future
Assistant Operations Manager) to discuss the need to include specific data on
missed rover rounds in specific AO's personnel files.

1100 -- Executive Management briefed the NRC- Regionti Administrator, Region I
(T. T. Martin) and the NRC Chief, Projects Branch 3 (Jim Linville), on the
status of the AO assessment and actions taken to date.

,

1250 -- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) called an IRT.
Task Force member to provide 'a summary of events that occurred on March
17 and 18,1992.

.
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' 1430 - A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) met with an IRT
Task Force member to discuss the firewatch and Technical Requirements, and
specifically the potential for missed firewatch rounds.

1500 -- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) requested that
the Fire Fighter Supervisor specifically log his reviews of the Morse Watchman.

Approx.
1500 -- The NRC Director, Division of Reactor Projects, called the Presidw at,d CEO

and requested that NHY place a letter on the docket describing NHY's actions
regarding the AO performance concerns, the scope of the IRT review, short
term actions including disciplinary actions, the basis for NHY's confidence that
it is still safe to operate the plant, the process for remediation, a schedule for
completing actions, and a commitment to share the results of the IRT study
with the NRC.

_

1545 - NHY management conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the President and CEO, Executive Director Nuclear Production, IRT Manager,
Assistant Operations Manager, Station Mankger, Assistant Station Manager,
Training Manager, and a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations
Manager). Discussions at this meeting included an update on the status of the
IRT assessinent, and the fact that the NRC Office of Investigations has opened
up an investigation. This meeting was adjourned at 1715.

S

- -- The President and CEO issued a memorandum (NHY-920178) to all managers,
supervisors, and IRT Task Force participants to inform them that the NRC
Office of Investigations will be conducting an investigation of the AO
performance concern. This memorandum also requested that full cooperation

'be provided to the NRC Office of Investigations and that all documentation
regarding the AO performance concern was to be retained.

The President - and CEO sent a letter (NYN-92030) to the NRC Director,-- --

Office of Investigations stating that direction had been given to all NHY
managers, supervisors, and members of the IRT Task Force to retain all r

assessment records generated as well as any records that may have relevance
to the matters being investigated.

Fridav. March 20. 1992

0600 -- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) briefed the
midnight operating crew on disciplinary actions taken to date.

0730 -- The Assistant Operations Manager briefed the Station Manager on the status
of the IRT assessment as it was discussed in the Thursday, March 19, 1992,
managemer t meeting.

0730 -- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) briefed the day
operating crew on disciplinary actions taken to date.
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-09001. The Assistant Operations Manager briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector
on the status. of the IRT assessment: as it _ was discussed in the Thursday,

. March 19,1992, management meeting.

0930 - A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) briefed the
balance of the operations staff on disciplinary actions taken to date.

0955 to
1100 - The Station Manager, Maintenance Manager (future Assistant Station Manager)

,

briefed half of the Instrumentation & Controls Department on the status of the !

AO assesstuent, NRC enforcement policy, and expectations of the new Station
Manager. These expectations included upholding N!!Y's Values for Excellence,

~ procedure comphance, a'nd-effective training.

1000 '- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) contacted an IRT t

Task Force Member _to provide a summary of events that occurred on March
19 and 20,1992.

1130 .- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) briefed the
Training Center Shift on the status of the AO assessment.

1200 -- A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed the new Station Manager.

1330 -- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) met with the
Training. Manager to discuss the need to include an industrial psychologist in
the remedial AO program.

1400 -- The IRT Manager issued a draft chronology of events regarding the AO
performance concern for review and comment. (See LIC 920341).

1500 -- A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed the President and CEO.

' 530 -- Operations Management, the Executive Director Nuclear Production, Stationt

Manager, Assistant Station Manager, the Employee Relations Manager, and a
Shift Superintendent _(future: Assistant Operations _ Manager) conducted a
disciplinary meeting with the AO (AO = #12) _ previously interviewed and
suspended on March 16, 1992. This AO was suspended for a total of three
days.

Saturday. March 21.1992

; A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations -Manager)- accompanied- --

! AOs on two rounds.

' Sunday. March 22.1992

No pertinent activities are known to have occurred on this day.- -
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I h.f onday. ' March 21 1o92-
_

4

'
0700 - A Shift Superintendent _(future Assistant Operations Manager) briefed the day

' crew on the status of the AO assessment. With the completion of this briefing,
rll operating crews had been briefed on the status of the AO assessment.

!

0800 -- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) briefed AOs
returning from their suspension on the status of the AO assessment,

0900 -- Tbc IRT Manager notified the Assistant Operations Manager and a Shift
Superintendent (future Assictant Operations Manager) of the potentia' k- two ,

morc missed Technical Specification surveillances regarding the Cf; The
~

missed sucveillances took place on August 25, 1990, and December 22, 1990.

'0912 - A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) called an IRT
Task Force mernber to provide a summary of events that occurred on March
20 and 21,1992, ,

1030 -- The Operations Training Manager and the Operations Training Supervisor,

briefed a Shift Superintend.nt (future Assistant Operations Manager) on the
content of the AO remedial training program,

,

' 1150 -- The Assistant Operations Manager determined that the two missed Technical
'

Specification surveillances were in fact three missed surveillances. Two CST
surveillances were missed on August 25, 1990. The Assistant Operations
Manager notified the Station Manager, on shift Shift Superintendent, and the
IRT Task Force of the three missed Technical Specification surveillances. This
brought the total number of missed Technical Specification surveillances to six.

1330 -- Operati_ons- Stanagement, the Employee Relations- Manager, and a . Shift ,

Superintendent' interviewed a Supervisory Control Room Operator who had
mined the two August 25, 1900 CST Technical Specification surveillances when
he was a Control Room Operator, and _ standing an AO watch. This
Supervisory Control Room Operator (SCRO #13) was suspended _ for _96-hours
pending further assessment. This became the thirteenth individual to be
suspended.

1500 -- The Assistant Operations Manager had the Security Department rescind
_ protected area access for the recently suspended Supervisory Control' Room
Operator.4

1510 -- The Assistant Operations Manager briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector
,

on the three recent missed CST Technical Specification surveillances and on
the disciplinary meeting that was conducted on March 20, 1992.

The Station Manager issued a memorandum (SS #59683) to all NHY managers- ---

and department supervisors regarding an update on the IRT assessment, This
memorandum addressed the status of the IRT assessment, the status of the
review for missed Techt.ical Specification surveillances, disuplinary actions

*
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taken to date, continuing IRT interviews for the purpose of determining root-
cause, and a schedule for issuance of the draft IRT report.

A member of the IRT Task Force conducted a follow up discussion with one- --

AO.

Tuesday. March ?4.1992

0900 - The IRT Manager interviewed a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant
Operations Manager).

1000 -- The IRT Manager interviewed the Assistant Operations Manager.

1030 - A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) called an IRT
Task Force member to provide a summary of events that occurred on March -
23 and 24,1992,

1400 -- The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting, Those in attendance included
all but two team members. Discussions included a review of the draft table
of. contents, responsibilities for report sections, the draft problem statement,
and the schedule for preparation of a rough draft. The meeting was adjourned
at 1435. >

NHY issued an update bulletin that discussed, in part, the status of the IRT--

assessment and the fact -that one more AO [actually an SCRO) had been
suspended. This bulletin also discussed the six missed Technical Specification -
surveillances.

- -- A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed a Control Room Operator who
had been an A O.

1600 - -The -. Regulatory Compliance - Manager, Station Manager, and Assistant
Operations Manager briefed the NRC . Senior Project Manager, Project
Directorate I 3, on the suspensions of twelve AOs and the one Supervisory
Control Room Operator.

We d n esd ay. March 25,1992

1000 -- Operations Management issued a night order on Technical Clarification TS-104
and a training handout on the CST. This . Technical Clarification provides
guidance on the determination of CST enclosure integrity.

A member of the IRT Task Force contacted a Unit Shift Supervisor to discuss-

thought processes regarding maintaining an adequate number of AOs on shift.

1300 - The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
all but one team member. Discussions included a status of all assessment
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activities and draft conclusions regarding root cause and contributing causes,
Brief discussion war also held on draft recommendations.

1600 - The Station- Manager, Maintenance Manager, Training Manager, Operations
Training Manager, Operations Training Supervisor, a Unit Shift Supervisor, and
a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager), met to discuss
the AO remediation program and shift manning requirements.

1700 -- The Statien Manager, Assistant Operations Manager, a Shift Superintendent
(future Assistant Operations Manager), a Shift Superintendent, the Employee
Relations Manager, and the Executive Director Nuclear Production (via
telephone) met to discuss disciplinary actions for the previously suspended
Supervisory Control Room Operator.

Thursday. March 26J 1992

0830 - The Executive Director Nuclear Production, Station Manager, and Assistant
Operations Manager met to discuss shift staffing and the AO remediation
program.

A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) called an IRT- --

Task Force member to provide a status update for March 25, and 26,1992, and
to provide ' comments on the draft chronology,

1500 -- Operations Management, the Executive Director Nuclear Production, Station
Manager, Assistant Station Manager, the Employee Relations Manager, and a
Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) conducted a
disciplinary meeting with an AO who was previously suspended on March .7,
1992, This AO resigned from NHY,

.

.The Station Manager and the Assistant Operations Manager briefed the NRC1630 --
Senior Resident Inspector on the disciplinary meeting conducted at 1500.

-

Fridav. Ntarch 27. 1992'

0750 -- The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
all team members. Discussions included a status and action plan for dra_fting
the IRT report. Discussion was also. held on the three categories of AOs;
those that always completed their rounds, those that occasionally missed rounds
due to rationalization or honest misttkes, and those that were chronic

offenders. Also discussed was the potential for a second root cause. This
meeting was adjourned at 0815.

0815 -- The President and CEO, Executive Director - Nuclear Production, IRT
Manager, two IRT Task Force Members, Assistant Operations Manager, a Shift-
Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager), Training Manager,
Director of Licensing Services (via telephone), Director of Quality Programs,
and a licensing engineer met to discuss a letter to be issued to the NRC
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regarding the AO issue. On March 19, 1992, the NRC requested this letter
be placed on the docket (see March 19,1992, at 15LO).

The Security Manager issued a memorandum (SS# 59750) to the IRT Manager-- -

regarding the request for additional i . formation contained in an- tRT-
Memorandum 92 005.

1300 -- The IRT-Manager briefed the NRC Senior Resident inspector on the status
of the IRT assessment.

1430 -- The IRT Manager briefed the President and CEO and Executive Director -
Nuclear Production on tiu status of the IRT assessment.

Approx.
1500 - NHY issued a letter to the NRC (NYN 92036) regarding the AO performance

concerns. This letter described NHY's actions regarding the AO performance
concerns, the scope of the IRT review, short term actions includin,t disciplinary
actions, the basis for NHY's confidence that it is still safe to operate the
plant, the process for remediation, a schedule-for completing actions, 2nd a
commitment to share the results of the IRT study-with the NRC.

1530 e- Operations Management, the Executive Director Nuclear Production, Station
Manager, Assistant Station Manager, the Employee Relations Manager, and a
Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) conducted a
~ disciplinary meeting with the Supervisory Control Room Operator (SCRO di3)
who was previously suspended on March 23, 1992. This Supervisory Coutrel
Renm Operator vas suspended lor two weeks retroactive to the initial
suspension date, demoted to AO status, and was informed that his operating
license would be terminated.

Approx.
1530 -- A member of the IRT Task Force distributed copies of the first draft of the

,

( IRT -Ra. port to. all members of the IRT Task Force (except an Engineering
Designer) and to two independent reviewers. The independent reviewers were
the Director of_ Quality Programs and the Security Manager (Note: the
Security Manager was provided a copy of the report on Monday, March 30,
1992t the Director of Quality Programs had _ returned from a vacation on-
Wednesday, March 25, 1992).

1700 - The Assistant Operations Manager briefed the NRC Senior Resident inrpector
on the disciplinary meeting that was conducted at 1530.

.

The President and- CEO issued a memorandum (NHY #970191) to all-- --

employees and co site personnel regarding the potential actions that can be
taken by the NRC for both licensed and unlicensed personnel that engage in
deliberate misconduct that causes, or would have caased a licensee to be in
violation of any rule, regulation, order, limitation, term or condition of a
license issued by the NRC.
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Saturday. March 28.1992

0700 ~. The IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting.. Those in attendance included
all' team members except an Engineering Designer. Discussions included
potential issues aid - recommendatious for all areas reviewed other than
manageme'nt effectiveness, This meeting was adjourned at approximately 1015.

.0900 - The Asshtant Operations Manager and a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant -
Operations Manager), briefed the Operations Manager on the statua, of the last
five weeks regarding the AO performance concerns. The Operations Managet
returned from INPO on Friday, March 29, 1992.

Sundav. Atarch 20. 1002

' No pertinent activities are known to have occurred on this day,- --

M o n d a y. March 30.1o91

0700 - Thn_IRT Task Force conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
all team members ucept an Engineering Designer, Discussions included
potential recommendations regarding management effectiveness and a status for
assembling a second draft of the report. This meeting was adjourned at 1005.

Approx.
1100 -- A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) call an IRT Task

Force-member to provide a status update for March 26 through March 28,
1992.

-f
1100 - The Training Manager, Operations - Training Manager, Operations Trainingn

Supervisor, a Senior' Simulator Instructor, Oper atio ns Monager, Assistantg
Operations Manager, and a Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations
Manager) met to discuss the content of the AO remedial training program.

1200--- The IRT Manager met with the President and CEO to provide a status update
and to request a meeting on Monday, April 6,1992,

NHY issued a- letter to the NRC (NYN-92039) to terminate the reactor--

operator license held by a Supervisory Control Room Operator (SCRO #13)
who was previously found to have not fully completed a set of rover rounds,
This Supervisory Control Room Operator was initially suspended on March 23,'

1992.

1630 - A member of the IRT Task Force interviewed the Executive Director - Nuclear
Production.
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T u e s d a y. M a rch 31. - 1992

. 0730 -- NHY management conducted a status meeting. Those in attendance included
the Executive Director - Nuclear Production, IRT Manager, _ Operations
Manager, Assistant. Operations- Manager, Station -- Manager, and a Shift
Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager); Discussions at this

_

meeting included an update on the status of the IRT assessment and the
briefing to be provided to the NRC Senior Resident Inspector that st.me day.

'

1210 - A Shift Superintendent (future Assistant Operations Manager) called an IRT..

- Task Force member to provide _ a status update for . March 30, and 31,1992.

;.
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